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VOLUME 20

EVENING, MARCH 2!), 1900.

THE PACKERS' CELEBRATION

WASHINGTON

IN FLOODS OF

NEW MEXICO, THURSDAY

MINERS WAIT

NEWS LACKS

GREAT WATERS

MOVEMENT

EXCITEMENT

DAMAGE DONE
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OVER

CONSULAR

DES MOINES ADOPT

Very Little Hope of Agree

REFORM

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, March 29. The
understanding here is that tho conference committee on the joint statehood
bill is getting along nicely.
The 1)111 has passed both house,
giving Jurors In United States cases
a lee of $3, with mileage at fifteen
convey-.'ccents per mile In private
or five cents when traveling by
railroad.
Representative Bonynge of Colorado
succeeded In getting an amendment
t
the sundry civil appropriation bill.
addlnz J2U0.O0O to the Denver mint
appropriation, so that this mint will
be aide to coin $30,000,000 ta $40,- 000,000 of gold and from $1,000,000 to
$2,000,0U( in silver annually.

PEERAGE ROMANCE

MOST SADLY ENDED
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MARK TWAIN TO SPEAK

FOR BENEFIT OF BUND
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STUDY HONEY MAKING
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For West Indies.

ANTHRACITE

Indianapolis,

Grey-Egert-

.

Conference.
CASE A

RETIRED

-

ARMY OFFICER

Ind.,

Claims Election.

March

29.

Washington,

D.

C, March

Vhen the convention of the United RooRivelt, accompanied
Mine Workers was called to order to-

(

an-n-

panied by Children

fused Demands.

c

IN

Roosevelt Accom

Mrs.

Carmen's Union at Oakland, Found Dead in the Street.
Cal., Strike Because ReGovernor Jeff Davis

BRIDGE.
"SING HO THE MERRY IMMUNE3 AND THE COURTS."
IMMINENT DANGER.
Memphis. Tnn., March 29. Advices
from Mississippi and Arkansas state
INDIAN MEMBER!
that one of the heaviest rainfalls in
years occurred last night. Rivers and
OBJECT TO MONEY
smaller streams in many places are
out cf their banks and crops are
badly damaged. Railroad schedules
are irregular, as on many lines several
Paid on Indian Army, Saying
washouts are reported. The $1,000,-t'Osteel bridge at Newport, Ark.,
owned by the Gould system, is reRussia's Defeat Has
ported in danger, and a large force of KIOWA LAND OPENING
Iondon, March 29. One of the few two lefore the day set for thp event.
IN
BACK
HOUSE.
BILL
peerage romances of recentdays that the world was startled by tho nws
workmen, is trying to protect it.
Rendered
Washington. D. C, March 29.
was really roiuauuc iis oeeu cioseu j mat
Lura KOmmy
and
Miss
When tiie house met today, Adams of
for ever by the recent death of LadyjMolet
CARCASSES OF CATTLE
had been
She survived her handsome ried quietly. Then people remembered
SEEN BY HUNDREDS. Pennsylvania, called up the conferSAFETY CERTAIN soldier husband by some months, but! that the young couple had been
Mobile,, Ala.. March 29. Officers of ence report, on the consular reform INDIA'S
who knew her best know that gaged once upon a time, had nuar- the steamer Mary today bring news of bill, and after a brief explanation it
her life ended when his did. Less relied, and gone their different wavs.
serious conditions al:ng the Alabama was adopted. The speaker laid before
rivir, due to the overflow. For hun- the, house the bill opening a large Viceroy Thinks Differently and than ten years ago Miss Violet Grey- - An accidental meeting on the eve of
Egcrton was one of the prettiest, most the marriage to Mr. Cunard had redreds of miles the lowlands are un- section cf the Kiowa and Comanche
charming and most popular girls iu vived old memories, and a secret wedder from two to six feet of water and country, which was returned by the
Looks
on
Expense
as
London society. She was engaged to ding was quickly arranged. Mr. Cun
crops are greatly damaged. Rain is president at the request of the house
!Mr. Ernest Cunard. an enormously ard outlived his disappointment and
tailing again on the upper watershed. and senate.
Insurance Premium.
wealthy man and one of the greatest is the proud possessor of a charming
Carcasses of cattle and other live
matches of the time. Tho wedding American wife. Lord and Ladv Ro
stock, by the hundreds, are strewn SENATE ADJOURNED OVER
was to have been celebrated with the milly left one, son, who Is just Beven
TILL NEXT MONDAY.
over the inundated district. CattleCalcutta, March 29. There was de- usual brilliant display, but a day or years 01a
Washington. 1). C, March 29.
men begged the officers of the steamer
by. the native members of
nunciation
to rendtr assistance in the way of feed When the senate met today, Culber- the viceroy's council, today, during
for cattle which have taken shelter son of Texas, presented and had the discussion of the budget, of the enoron the high points of land, but there clerk read a memorial from tho Cat- mous military expenditures demanded BOUNDARY BETWEEN
SIX FOREIGNERS
tle Raisers' association of Texas, urg- by Lord ICitellener,
was no way of making a landing.
conimauder-dn-chie- f
ing the passage of the railroad rate
of the British forces in India,
bill, as It came from the house. The which the speaker declared to be un.
TOWN DEPENDENT ON
MEXICO . AMD TEXAS
ARE ARRESTED IN
RAILWAY, WATER TRAINS. senate agreed to adjourn .today until necessary, "now that the strength of
Con29.
Monday.
Cheyenne, Wyo., March
Russia has been broken."
tinued warm weather, . following the
This drew; a warning reply from the
unprecedented
snowfall, has caused
CHINESE EXCLUSION BILL
viceroy, who said he hoped India Been Matter of Negotiation Duluth on Suspicion of Being
state.
parts
this
of
BEFORE HOUSE COMMITTEE. would never be deceived into false
freshets in all
Wellington, D. C, March 2'J. The security. He added: "I cannot agree Since 1848 Without ReachNumberless bridges are washed out,
the Agents of the Mafia
been
irrigation
some
have
dams
and
Foster bill to permit Chinese stu- that the serious reverses of Russia
destroyed.
The pipe line supplying dents, merchants and travelers to en- have minimized the danger to our
Who Killed Six
ing Settlement.
the city of Rock Springs was par- ter the United States, was the sub frontier, for nil time. I am afraid
tially washed out, and the town 5s de- ject of a hearine today by the house we shall be more Impelled to con- pendent oil, water trains, which the committee on foreign affairs. Wll - sl(ler the effect those reverses will
railroad has established.
nesse.s told of the decay of American have on (the pride of a high spirited CHIEFLY DUE TO SHIFTING ITALIANS AT MINNEAPOLIS
business since Mie boycott
race. In time, Russia will feel comDAMAGE TO IRRIGATION
petent, to recover her lost prestige,
NOT AS GREAT AS THOUGHT.
Big Wrestling Match Tonight.
and the price now paid for our army
Washington, D. C, March 29. DFive Others Were
New York, March 29. Fred Mohl, Is but a premium for the Insurance Character of Rio Grande's Bed in Subsequently
irector Walcott of the geological surthe "Terrible Iceman," and Charles of India."
vey, today stated that the dispatch, Dclivtik, tho newly arrived champion
Arrested as Suspects in
Connection With
last night, from Caspar, Wyo., nlleg- - wrestler of Austria, who won the MANY VACANCIES IN ARMY
ing that the great, dam at Alcova and championship of Canada at tho last
tame Case.
Islands.
FOR ASSISTANT SURGEONS.
the steel bridge across the north Canadian tournament in Montreal, will
New York, March 29. Much interaway
Platte river, had been carried
wrest:? this evening before the
est attaches to the examinations to be
by a flood on the 27th Inst., is erDulutn, March 29. Six foreigners
Washington, n. C, March 2a. Tue
Athletic club on West held here and in other cities in differroneous.
Thirty-eight- h
street, in Graeco-Ro-ma- n
ent parts of the country of graduates boundary line 13 ween Texas and were arrested here tday. They are
"In the first place," he said, "the
style, best two falls out of three
medical colleges who desire to be- Mexico, which has been the subject neiieveii ly tue police to nave occugovernment has not constructed the to a finish. It is understood that the of
come commissioned officers of the of treaty negotiations since 1848, will pied the rooming house In Minneap
con
l
dam in north I'latte river. The
w here eix
of the army. be
by the senate commit
winner of this match will meet John medical department
Italians were found
tract, however, has been let for this Pienlng, the "Butcher Boy," for the There will be about thirty places in tee considered
on
on
fortign
relations
Wodnes- - murdered yesterday morning. One of
work, and the contractor had erected Graeco-Roma- n
championship of Am- the grade of first lieutenant (assistant day next. Senator Culberson will tho mton who talks English, says that
a temporary embankment to divert erica.
surgeon) to be filled by the prelim- make a statement on
contention tho party left the housj. on Monday
the stream from the channel, while This match is the outcome of the inary examinations which are to take signed March 20. 19U5,the
elim- In Minneapolis, and that at that time
for
laying the foundation for the Path persistent challenging of John Pien- place on May 1 and July 31. Some ination of liancos, in the Rioihe
there were only six men In the house
Grande,
was
This structure
finder dam.
lng by Charles Delivuk. As Piening difficulty has been encountered hith- from tire, effects of the treaty of No- and all were alive and well. Later,
swept awav by tho flood, but aside considers Fred. Mohl the best Graeco-nnmn- n erto in obtaining candidates who come vember 12, 188tl. liaucoa comprises fivo other men wero
arrested la con
from delayine work no serious damwrestler in this country to up to tho requirements and this in a group of lslani, flfty-elgin num- nection with the same crime.
age resulted."
day, ho agreed to meet the winner of ability to keen the vacancies In the ber, situated In tho river, some of
Mohl is anxious 10 j corps filled has served as an argu
tonight's match
RATON HAS ANOTHER
them of considerable size.
CEDAR RAPIDS RIVER HAS
to meet ment in favor of increasing the higher
Previous to efforts to fix the bounSERIOUS FIRE.
BEGUN TO FALL. win, as It Is also his ambition
he
so
h to dary
department,
believes
Boy,"
grades
as
he
of
the
"Butcher
the
line between the United States
Fire broke out in the Rohr block,
Des Moines. Iowa, March 29. The
good line facilitate promotion and offer better!
a
Mohl
has
can
throw
him.
water in Cedar river, which caused a on Piening'8 style, having been his chances of advancement to those who and Mexico these islands have been on North Second street, Raton, a few
taken Into consideration,
but the minutes after 1 o'clock, yesterday
flood damage at Waterloo and Cedar
one time.
are disposed to enter the corpB.
channel cf the Rio Grande ias proven afternoon, partially consuming a one
Falls, fell three, feet during the night, wrestling partner at
so erratic that on some occasions story frame .building, the front part
putting an end to further damage,
they were in United States territory of which was occupied as a boot and
Mid on, others iu Mexican territory.
shoe shop, the back part as a resiHEARST'S GRIEVANCE
dence, occupied by several families.
AGAINST COAL ROADS.
A BAR TO PROMOTION OF
The principal portion of the stock
Washington, D. C, March 29. The
SECOND LIEUTENANTS. and household goods in the building
hearing and argument in the case of
was saved, with the exception
William Randolph Hearst against the
of
Washington, 1). C. March 29.
anthracite coal carrying railroads was
Many second lieutenants of the army property belonging to a widow named
reopened before the Interstate comaro greatly disturbed over the fact Mrs. Muse, which was lost eutirely.
Kugledow's two story
merce commission this morning. The
brick
that they cannot be promoted. No Dr.
case was originally heard before the
officer of that grade of tho Infantry building, on the south side, checked
commission in the beginning of the
arm has been advanced since last the flames, thus saving the entire
month and the reargumeiit was decidThe association will continue the September. This is on account of block, which would have otherwise
Xew York, March 29. Under the
ed on upon the strength of the recent auspices
charges pending ie.viinst Lieutenant V. been consumed. The loss Ls esi lmatud
of the New York Society for work of collecting and distributing
decision of the supremo court of the
;,o.,j
for musical and dramatic per- - VV. Holler, of the 'ith infantry. These at about $2,0Ub.
tickets
I romoting
Blind
the
the Interests of
United States in the ca?ea of the New
f()rnmnril8 ,
wll0 charges reaehe.l iej war department,
lht. bl!nil
York, New Haven ami Hartford Rail- a public meeting will be held here to could otherwise not afford them. The and although Hoii. r had
been nomi- MEETING OF CHICAGO
ARCHITECTURAL CLUB.
road company against the interestate night. Mark Twain, one of the hon organization
sends visitors to the nated for promo, ion the senate milIncommerce commission and of the
Chicago, 111., March 29. The nineblind in their homes, where they give itary committte t
of the associa
orary
aske
further
for
terstate commerce commission against lion, lias consented to preside at the practical suggestions to help those information compiling him, with the teenth annual exhibit ion by the Chl-- e
ho Chesapeake & Ohio and the New meeting and will deliver an address. willing and able to wor.U, and bring
i .'o Architectural
club was opened in
result 'hat the court of inquiry has
York, New Haven At Hartford Hail-roa- d Oilier speakers will be the Hon.
cheer and courage wherever possible. been detailed, a':! it will be several line galleries of tiie Art institute to-- j
procoin, auies, construing the
- .iay. It is unusually iuteii-stiand
t'hoate and Miss Hielen Keller. The employment bureau, using the in- weeks, if not in1 bs, before the
visions of the art to regulate com- The proceedings
formation gathered by the visitors, nation ls relieve
of the meeting
r the subalterns of 'Meritorious and will. uinlVbtedly ut-- !
merce, the statement
having been
fail to be pathetically interest inn, will try to find remunerative occupa- infantry.
In il: meantime Lieuien-ba- t tract coiisideiable attention in widest
made, that that decision had an im- and the result
It includes not only works of
will undoubtedly give tions for some blind people in Their int Holler
'
be shall have
invol-ebearing
upon
d
portant
the issue
new impetus to the much needed work homes, for otheis in handicraft shops the presence
long list of olhvers iatehitects but also of the allied arts,
complaint
in the
of Mr. Hearst.
fur the blind
e regards as neces- - including designs ami actual exhibits
the society has undertaken.
whose testine
wiuuons,
rary In est a
nn Ins fitness for ot riinuuie, stamen
HORSE SHOW OPENS AT
promotion, 'j'i.e iintiioiiini? of these decorative materials and arrange- ATLANTA, GEORGIA.
etc.
)flicers befi.:.-court of Inquiry "
Augusta, Ga., March 29. This is the
s of much time in
a
mean
would
day
the
show
of
first horse
opening
ng of the expense Y. M. C. A. OF TENNESSEE
travel, to s iv
giieii under the auspictjs of the newly
IN SESSION AT NASHVILLE.
annoyance diw to
or milage ainl
1
Show
atsoeia-Horse
formed Aiicusiu
war department is. Na di iile, Teiin., March 2'.'. The
e 'ism.
T:
absent
on
grounds
held
the
show
is
ion. The
it liitf el to lhii
aat Lieutenant
committee of tho Young Men's
of the Country dull of Augusta and
on depositions to Christ ,au association of Tennessee is
dei
should
it
a
will
lie
that
indicates
everything
ucqtiiie the in!
tatlnn. all of w hlch hold.ng a meeting here today. It is of
.ureal nieces. Owing to the fact that
nl news for jantnis
Is far from el
interest and is attended by
arrange
enough
time
to
was
not
.there
;
he lias blocl- e
fi nii all parts of the state. The
a'es
ast
program,
lie
umbitious
more
for a
It' ,.', nii'iti a'i. earlv afternoon wire de- among the prominent
morrow
Pa.,
and
College,
The
March
Stale
a
only
to
exhibit
decided
sociation
AFFAIRS
10 preliminary work ami the
will address Hie nieet-- 1 WILL INVESTlCATE
limited number of classes, but make annual. meeting of the Pennsylvania sneaker s, who
OF P N ARCHDUCHESS. :.i.i', :pu: ! ssion will be held Inter iu
K.
Philips.
United
Pro!.
be
fine
unusually
-"
show
!...)
to
II....
"
.Ill
.
. ji.
it a point
turn Suites departiiicin or acncuir u re t,.
11
ar.iiii iiii.v.ii n,u ut ii tl.i..
wlH ,aU" 11' 111
Vienna. Ma
report tiia'jf." '! "
specimens in each class There are evening in the assembly room
f the financial at
of the K. Krtot. tho bee man of Media, Ohio; an iuvcsUna'
" Id'tat tors of the state coiutnit- they
but
classes,
only ceveiileen
:.n. "ill be followed by a banquet.
C. lltms. the horticuladueliesd Cloi :!'.,
fairs of the
iuia Slate colli i e. Members Prof, (loot-gi:":ir!y evt ry principal c!:is Penii.-yl- v
v. i:l
colA n imb, r of prominent speakers
Pennsylvania
vp-ci- s
State
hduke
of
of
many
k
has
association
ti.
the
Joseph
the
mother
and
of
so
bee
turist
hoi
larger
i:i
much
shown
usually
be committte.
tiie courts, h.e, ."1 !'
noi belonging to the association, lege; K. 1.. Plan, the queen bi'eeder been oni'Te
The n'ltnber of 1 utiles has
have come here from all parts of this of Swarlhmore; li. A. Surtace. h'atc cause, I eon.,.,
sen.sation, but
been erv satisfactory and many fine aiid
a surprise to iho.--e
diiia; Prof. It. did not iMin.
SPECIAL uhainu juky 10
the neighboring btutes. The open- zooloui.--t of l'eiins
luea!
trom
been
entered
animals have
BE CALLED FOR JEROME.
I.
1).
I'l.'j.i
several
P,.i
ill (
be&feion tonight will be devoted,, to
Haverfir-a'el
of
relay
court
ing
It is
affairs.
loin
tourwealthy
of
y
some
the
aides.
V:il;. March 2'.- .- District
V
well known t
archduchess was
ists, who spent the winter In this the reading of the annual address of 01 hers. - Pennsy;
today
requested
ania State college Involved to a
'deruble extent o.v- - t"ni
president, Prof. 11. A. Surtace, and
At tinMate and from horse owners in vari- the
stock speculations - tie !'. Court Justice Itowliug to
the report of the secretary, the Hev. grounds the visiting be- keepers have ing lo unfor'
ous parts of tin' s. nth.
good authority that call
rial gran jury In May, to
1). L. Woods.
The annual election of an opportunity tu inspect the apiary mid It is stat.
f
the archduche-- s in" .ate the life -w ill
mailers
also
officers
held and some , belonging to the president ,r tie as the lialiilitie.
Lead Market.
,1
by the U in'at ive hivcsli-- ,
n's sum of tea mil- - d'
Ifociation, and containing all races of r HCh the el.'
quiet;
routine business transacted.
New York, .March
,
oMlliiilee.
Tlare will be three sessions to- - 'bees kept on the Anion cau continent. lion crowns.
J5.35& 5.4'.i; copper, firm; lS'i.
DOLLAR

MILLION

TAKE CRUISE

ment at Indianapolis

DISCUSS

River Goes Out Damage to Culberson Presented Cattle
men's Rate Bill Petition-Chin- ese
Crops and Destruction
Exclusion Bill
of Railroads.
St. Paul. Minn.. March 29 A spe
cial to the Dispatch, from Webster
The big bridge
City, Iowa, says:
over the Dos Moines river, one of the
nrlnrJnal lirldiros. of the City, was
swept away by the flood today.

FAMILY WILL

BY-MIN-

V'V

to South Jury Fees Increased and
Denver Mint Capacity
Spring Freshets DesIs Enlarged.
olate Land.

BRIDGE

PRESIDENT'S

OWNERS

North

From

NUMBER 81

day, President Mitchell at onoe pronounced the obpect for which the convention had been called. He said:
"This convention Is called that you
may determine what course you e
slre to !ake on the wage, question. In
the central competitive district, the
operators have ffered the present
scale, which was defeated by the miners, and the motion is pending In
Joint conference, offered by myself.
to restore tho scale of 1903, for two
years. In the southwest district the
delegates have proposed a settlement
on the basis of the restoration of the
scale of 1903, with an advance of three
cents per ton In the mining scale at
basing points."
The motion that the action of the
Beam commune ue endorsed,
was
adopted.
Joint Conference Resumed.
After being In convention a short
time and endorsing the action of the
scale committee, the miners adjourned
to mctt in Jaln'i conference with the
oHratcrs at 2 o"clock this afternoon.
IOWA

MINERS ARE
ONLY AWAITING

ORDERS.

Des Moines, Iowa, March 29. Edwin Perry, secretary of district
No.
13, of the Iowa United Mine Workors
of America, which convened here today, said that unless orders to the
contrary are received from Indianap- - Jis. tiie
lowa miners would strike at
midnight.
"I sincerely hope that we will receive orders to continue,' he said. "I
cannot help but believe that a settlement tefll bo effected at lndlananolls.
although tt would seem that great obstacles are to be overcome in the
event that any settlement Is made.'
ANTHRACITE 6ITUATION
DISCUSSED TONIGHT
Indianapolis, Ind., March
29.
President Mitchell of the miners, to
dav called a meeting nf thn nnthm.
cite committee for this evening, at
tun ociock. The committee consists
or tho executive boards of three anthracite districts
and
President
Mitchell.
The committee will discuss
the anthracite situation.

29. Mrs.
by her chll

childrens' governess and Mrs. Rooee- M
veits mam, jert Washington
morning for Fernandlna, Fla.,'6ver
I Ma Southern
At EonanjtlTua
they will lioard the Mayflower for a
1Yrum
IwhiI
. ..... u v,
. v 1. .In... I,
rriltA
1,
,1
,rw,ib irvn
dlan waters.

l.

uB

AGED RETIRED OFFICER
FOUND DEAD IN STREET.
Chicago, March
Freeonel

man Connor, aged
tired army officer,

70 years, and a rewk.s found dead at

street today. Apparently,
he had died of heart disease. Wita
his wife, he attended a wedding last
night. During the evening he remarked that he was not feeling well,
and stated that he would order a carriage, and started to walk to a 11t-ettable. lie was not soea allv
again.
Forty-thir-

ry

JEFF

DAVIS PROBABLY
DEFEATED IN ARKANSAS.
Little Rock, Ark.. March 29. Par-

tial returns of the primary elections
forty-sicounties, give Berry 1,500
majority over Governor Davis, for
senator. Davis, however, claims hut
nomination by 1,000 majority.

In

11,000 EMIGRANTS ARRIVE
BREAKING THE RECORD.
New York, March 29. Over 11,000
emigrants arrived In the harbor to-

day on seven steamers, from Europe.
This ls the record for one day. Ellis
Island, where the emigrants are examined, can only care for about 5,000
- "
daily. .
ENGINEER

;

Jt)IW G TAfT

"

DIES. AT

EL

PASO

John C. Taft, a veteran Santa Fe
engineer, died yesterday morning at
his home at El Paso, after several
years of feeble health.
disease
and a complication of otuer ailments,
is believed to have resulted from long;
life In an engine cab, caused . his
death.
Horn 51 years ago. In Massachusetts, Mr. Taft had lived ltt El Paso
for 16 years, being employed most of
that time by the Santa Fe. For a
time Mr. Taft ran an engine on tho
CARMEN'S COMMITTEE
MAKES ONE MORE EFFORT. Silver City line.
Besides a widow, Mr. Taft leave
Oakland, Cal.. March 29. By a vote
of 610 to 55, tho members of tho several children.
Carmen's Union of this city. In se
TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS.
cret meeting, held here, early this
morning, decided to strike because
Spelter Market.
tho union s demands were denied.
St. Louis, Mo., March 29. Spelter,
These demands include a number of quiet;
IU.02V4.
different cases for settlement, which
were presented to the company some
St. Louis Wool.
time ago; but the main points at is
St. IjouIs. Mo., March 29. Wool
sue are granting a flat rate of 27 market, steady; unchanged.
cents an hour for all men, regardless
New York Money Market.
of length of service, and also the rec
ognition of the union. The strike is
New Vork, March 29. Money on.
per
yet
on, as the committee of car call, strong and higher, at
not
nnn will wait on the company in one cent; prime mercantile paper, 5&Vk
more eirort to get their demands.
per cent. Silver, 65V4c.

67

Provisions.
Chicago, March 29. Closing prices
DISTINCT COURT today:
Wheat May, 77Uc; July, 771ic
Corn May, 44c; July, 44V4c.
TERRITORIAL GRAND JURY RE
Oats May, 3oMiC; July, 29c.
PORTED TEN
NEW
INDICT
Pork May, 116.30; July, $16.15.
MENTS FROM
WHICH
INTER.
Lard May, $8.40; July, $8.60.
ESTING CASES ARE EXPECTED
Hlbs May, $8.67,4; July, $8.68.
firm
The
of McMlllen & Raynolds
Chicago Stock Market.
today nied suit, against Antonio Ar
Chicago. III., March 29. Cattle remlj), Kduardo Chaves and V. M ceipts. 6,500; market, steady; beeves,
Sandoval, to recover on a not f
.45
$3.6.r)4.2a; cows and heifers,
sum of $115 and interest, held by the 5.10; stockers and feeders,
$2,751
.Montezuma.
rust company.
4.K0; Texans, $:!.75?T4.60.
Mary Meyers filed suit for divorce
market,
Sheep receipts, 18,000;
from her husband John M 'it, r
1
steady to strong; sheep, $3.756.15;
V. I. Hryan appears as attorney for lambs, $4.75&6.tio.
the plaintiff.
Closing Stock Qutationi.
The territorial grand Jury brought
New York, March 2S. Following
out a batidi of ten Indictments this
afternoon, freni which It. Is reported, were closing prices today:
83
will develop a number of very Inter- Atchison, com
103 Va
.
esting cases. Tho work of this body Atchison, pfd
145
New York Central
is exp.cted to bo finished this week.
ISS',4
Tin- - United States court adjourned Pennsylvania
68
Soi.ibern Pacific
tabs morning for tho term.

BERNALILLO COUNTY

...

1

J. P. MORGAN DONATES A
MAGNIFICENT
MASTODON.
New York, March T.l.J. l'ierioiit
.Morgan has given to the American
Museum of Natural History the Warren niii.stodoii, whU h Is considered the
finest specimen known to be in existence. With this gift also goes the
rest of the Warnn
of bones
of extinct animals. The mastodon will
t
be si
in tiit. museum as noon as
it can be brought here from Hoston,
where one member of the museum
Muff is now jieif, cting arrangements
fur it s shlpibrnt.
The Warren mastodon was found
about IMiu near .Wwl.iirg, N. V., by
laborers engaged in draining some
marshy land. It was purcha.-e- d
by
Prof. Warren (,f the Harvard Medica'l
school.
of Its fine state of
e,ili-etlo-

preservation, the skeleton being almost complete, it has attracted much
attention nir.ocg scientific men. It was
kept in a little stone house, just off
lhacou street, In the Hack bay. According to the will of r. Warren, the
muModon was left to his children and
could not be sold by them. After the
death of his lust child the mastodon
as to go to his grandchildren, who
could keep or sell ii. Whin Mr. Morgan learned that the mastodon was
for sale, ho at once purchased it for
the museum.

Cnioti Pacific, com
I'ni.m Pacific, pfd

154&
93

Copper
1'.

r.

S.

107Ti

4'Ji

S., com

s. s., pfd

loevi

WHAT WOMEN WILL DO'

The coining attract Ion at theojiera
house on April l'l, will be Hodden
Pros.' bi
scenic stnsation, "What
Women Will Do," a new sensational
luelidrania, from the
of tho well
known author, Harry Jackson. Tho
play deals with a keoa si. ry of life
and adventure, ami U is said that the
audience is kept in a hairraising
state of excitement from the rise of
the curtain to Its fall. Some of the
very ivmarkable so-nisurprises are,
the storm ai sea, a real
lnai,
turned ui.sidf down in full sight of
tho audiiJice, a wonderful leap for
life into the Uiiiing sea, a struggle for
life or death on the rocky aDyss, a
wry clever and itiieres: ing life boat
and niMiy other w
and novel
eff. cts. The play not only deals with
very day lite, hut gives Coe for
some clean and clever comedy, which
is bound to keep an audieuco in a
state of merriment. Thn sedsou'a record cf tills attraction makes it worthy
the attention of tht theater going pub-I'- c.
The prices are as usual.
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DISCOVERS

TREASURY CARELESS
Thousands of Milrais
Disappear and Leave
No Token.

ImittM f raai Aftaraeoa Dlipatctiaa.
UrMl Cltj im) Cewfity Clmilatlaa.

la'ft

hr

IlT
Wwikly

Bnalt,

by mail.

Oay

Gold,

OF SUBSCRIPTION!
on

pr

hr mU.

rtmr in ftrfTtnc..
month n
H

on

xw.

S5.0C

M
t.00

6y Carrier, 60c per month

POPULAR

Difference

Here you'll find
what you've been

ooo

locking

The dis
covery of the most startling evidence
Tma KvmiMO Cmram will b dalimcd in th
at tk low rata of W rnU pr weak, at (or CO of the careless and defective manner
awaaa aar mofith. when paid monthly.
In which the Brazilian treasury keeps
Its accounts and records, has caused
Urirtlilng Rates Hade Known od Application great
sensation and the government
win aanfar a faror hr notifylns ua is severely criticized for allowing such
Mtaly an any
a state of affairs to exist. The facts
of tha paper.
krttera and ramittanraa ahould h addreraod to which led to the discovery arc as folITTan
OnurM 1'uiii.ikhiho Com pant. Draft, lows: In 1904 the federal treasury of
hi ska, poatofflca and axpraaa money ordi-raaaat ba mada payabla to thr ardar of tha the state of Parahyba delivered to the
principal treasury office In this city
ajaaiaaay.
a chest containing some hundreds of
OWN TILI'HONII'
of milrais notes which had
Colorado ir thousands
Automatic 183
been withdrawn from circulation. The
chest was received, but the proper
PEOPLES' NON PARTISAN PARTY entry In the 1hxUs was not made, and,
TICKET.
as the annual balances are generally
several years in arrear it was only
Mavor,
For
recently that the chew with its con
FRANK McKEE.
tents and the accompanying letter of
advice was ascertained to have dis
appeared without leaving a trace beFor City Treasurer,
H ENRY E. ROGERS.
hind.
The minister of finance thereupon
ordered a thorough search of the
For City Clerk.
treasury vaults, which was without
HARRY F. LEE.
result so far as the missing chest was
concerned, but which caused some un
For Alderman, First Ward,
expected discoveries to be made.
Term,
These consisted of chests filled with
P. HAN LEY.
forgotten deposits of gold and silver
dating from the empire, gold and silFor Alderman, First Ward,
ver chalices used in the celebration of
Term,
the mass, altar lamps and finally, the
A. W. HAYDEN.
imperial Brazilian crown with the
sceptre
and roles which had belonged
For Alderman, Second Ward,
to Pedro II. It Is said that twenty of
Term,
the diamonds with which the crown
GEORGE P. LEARNARD.
was set are missing. The imperial
Insignia are to be deposited In the naFor Alderman, Third Ward,
tional museum, as soon as arrangeTerm,
ments have been made for their safeSAMUEL NEUSTADT.
keeping, while the sale of the rest of
the "find" Is expected to bring In the
For Alderman, Fourth Ward,
treasury something like $700,000.
Term,
JOHN S. BEAVEN.
'
OLDEST AND SMALLEST
IN WORLD.
REPUBLIC
School
Board,
First
For Member of the
San Marino, March 29. The small
Term,
Ward,
Appenlne republic of San Marino, tne
E. L. WASHBURN.
oldest and smallest in the world, and
known outside of its narrow
For Member of School Board, Second scarcely
frontier, except to stamp collectors,
Term,
Ward,
upon a democratic
has just
WILLIAM KIEKE.
regime. The Arringo, as the original
representative body of the republic is
For Member of School Board, Second called,
has once more met and the
Term,
Ward,
citizens of San Marino, numbering in
OTTO L. RICE.
all about 1,700 families, have once
more been restored to their civic
For Member of School Board, Third rights.
Under the original constituTerm,
Ward,
tion of San Marino the government of
GEORGE R. CRAIG.
the republic consisted of a general asof heads of families, the so- For Member of School Board, Fourtk sembly
called Arringo, and of a grand council
Ward,
Term,
of sixty, composed of twenty nobles,
O. N. MARRON.
twenty citizens and twentp landowners. Gradually, however, the republic
TERRITORIAL FUNDS
became more and more of an oligarchy and the Arringo ultimately beRECEIVED BY TREASURER J. H, came a mere name, while the council
VAUGHN DURING 1906
INTER- of sixty, elected for life, and itself
electing members to fill any vacancies
ESTING SHOWING.
caused by death, was practically abThe following public funds have solute. This was the state of things
been received by Territorial Treasurer when Addison visited San Marino two
J. H. Vaughn, for the month of Feb- centuries ago and this has been the
ruary:
condition until the present day. DurA. A. Keen, commissioner of public ing the last few years, however, there
lands. 13,966.21, to the credit of tne was so strong a popular agitation
following funds: Common school in- against this oligarchic system, that,
come, $2,511.09; University of New to prevent a revolution, the Arrigo ha"
Mexico, 100; Palace Income, $26; been revived. It is now in Besslon
Miners' Hospital Income, $29.12; im- and there fs peace and happiness
provement Rio Grande, income, $1,300. throughout the
republic.
H. O. Bursum, superintendent
of
the territorial penitentiary, for con- CANADA'S ACTIVE EFFORT
TO SUPPRESS CONSUMPTION.
victs' earnings, $1,430.91.
Chaves county, J. S. Lea, treasurer
Ottawa, Out., March 29. The Cacollector, taxes for nadian Association for the Prevention
and
1904, $105.74; for 1905, $363.19.
of Consumption and other forms of
Dona. Ana county, Oscar Lohman, tuberculosis will hold lis sixth antreasurer and
collector, nual meeting In the railway commit
taxes for 1902, $2.40; for 1903, $177.02; tee room of the house of commons this
tor 1904, $192.87; for 1905, $379.52.
afternoon and evening. Physicians
Eddy county, J. D. Walker, treas- and health officials from all parts of
urer and
collector, taxes for the Dominion oi Canada are here to
1902, $4.24; for 1903, $35.53; for 1904, attend the meeting, which promises to
1905,
$31.86; for
$202.53.
be or great interest. In the afternoon
Grant county, A. S. Goodell, treas- session Senator Edwards will preside,
urer and
collector, taxes for while at the evening session the Leiu- 1903, $18.56; for 1904, $(18.19; for 1905, tenant Governor, Earl Grey, will take
$299.08.
the chair. In the evening a public
Guadalupe county, Camilo Sanchez, lecture will be delivered In the lectreasurer and
collector, ture hall of the Normal school by Dr.
taxes for 1905, $337.70.
Arthur J. Richer of Montreal, which
county,
Canning, will be Illustrated with steropticau
H.
J.
Lincoln
treasurer and
collector, platea, showing the stages of consumtaxes for 1905, $149.44.
ption and some of the appliances now
Cassidy,
county,
treasDaniel
Mora
in use to check and cure the disease.
collector, taxes for
urer and
'I he principal questions to be
1905. $244.07.
at this meeting of the associaOtero county, J. C. Dunn, treasurer tion are: What can be clone to give
for ep 'Ct to the Judgment of the senate
collector, (axes
and
1903, $14.23; for 1904, $75.11; fur und coi inions that the time has
19(15. $137.41.
v.lieu active steps should be
Quay county,
Stewart, taken lo lessen the widespread sufferDonald
collector, ings and great mortality among the
treasurer and
taxes for 1903, $24.85; for 1904, people of Canada, caused by the vari$135.24; for 1905, $304.
ous forms of tuberculosis, and, what
Sierra county, John C. Plenimons, Is the place of the sanitarium in the
collector, crusade against consumption? Actreasurer and
taxes for 1903. $7.76; for 1904, $30.52; cording to the census of 1901, 9.7o
for 1905, $178.53.
persons died of consumption in that
Ban Juan county, W. E. Williams, year.
collector,
treasurer and
taxes for 1905, $263.54.
MINE WORKERS ARE
Santa Fe county, Celso Lop-z- ,
COUNTING THEIR VOTES.
collector,
treasurer and
Pittsburg, Pa.,
29. The adtaxes for 19o2, $25.07; for 1903, journed conventionMarch
of the delegates to
$39.78; for 1904, $209.44; for 1905, the seventeenth
annual convention of
$200.68.
District No. 5. United Mine
San Miguel county. Eugenic Ro- of America, met here this noonWorkers
to remero, treasurer and
collathe report of the tellers at the
tor, taxes for 1902, $1.85; for 1903, ceive
special election and to decide
for 1905, recent
$46.79; for 1904, $446.25;
who are to be the new officers of the
$434.73.
organization.
Dolan was in
Socorro county, E. Torres, treas- the chair and Prsident
called the meeting to
collector, taxes for order and delivered
urer and
a short address in
1904, $7.46; for 1905, $154.29.
more defined bis posiwhich
M.
Medina, tion. he once
Taos county, Jon
friends were present In full
collector, force, His
treasurer and
but they did not seeni to be as
taxes for 19o4, $6.36; for 1905, $68.64. confident
of I Man's final victory as
Torrance county, William Mcintosh, they were a few
weeks ago. The recollector, ceiving of the reports
treasurer and
of the tellers
taxes for 1905, $50.19.
figuring up of the totals will conUnion county, John L. Wolford, and
some time and the result will
collector, sume
treasurer and
probably not be reached until some
taxes for 1903, 78 cents; for 1904, time
It is confiin the afternoon.
$24.24; for 1905, $339.91.
dently expected that. President Dolan
Eczema, Tetter, Salt Rheum. Itch, will retire from his position without
more than a protest, should the reRing Worm, Herpes, Barbers'
sult of the election turn out against
I ten.
All of these diseases are attended hi in.
ty Intense itching, which is almost
relieved by applying Chamber- NATIONAL RIFLE MATCH
TO BE HELD AT SEA GIRT.
lain's Salve, and by its continued use
a permanent cure may be effected. .1 Washington, I). C, March 29. The
lis), In fact, cured many cases that national ritle match of 19ot; will begin
Price on September 4. at Sea Girt, N. J.,
had-- ' resisted other treatment.
25 cents per box. For sale by all when it is expected that fullv one
will attend, in- thousand nmi kbim-druggists.
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B. H. Briggs & Co.
Props. Alvirado Pharmacy.

e

FIRST ST. AND GOLD AVE. 5
O
Both Phones.

OCKOOCHC00CaC00Ci
eluding teams representing
nearly
every state In the union, Porto Rico,
Hawaii, the army, navy, marine corps
and possibly the military and naval
academies. Great interest Is taken
In the match, and special arrangements have been made by those in
charge of the ranges at Sea Girt to
provide for the accommodation of the
competitors and the lnrge body of assistants, markers, etc., who will be
detailed probably from the regular
army.
The ranges at Sea Girt have been
Increased and the facilities improved
so as to avoid the vexatious delays
which attended the work of last year
at the same place. Other changes
have been made by the national board
for the promotion of rifle practico so
as to shorten as much as possible the
time it will be necessary for the
marksmen to spend on the range. It
Is hoped by some of the members of
the board and by many of the marksmen, especially those In the west, that
the match of 1907 will be held at Fort
Riley, an., which Is more convenient
owing to its central location.
NOTICE

for.

One cent per word, each

I1

In- -

Montezuma Ttust Co.

Make your wants
known ttirougn
these columns.

sertlon.
CHARGE,

MINIMUM

Good

209
Second
North
housework.
street.
Typewriting ami steno
WANTED
graphic work. Miss Blackall. The
Alvarado.
W'A.Vl'EU Position iTy young man
who has had experience In general
store. Address, 212 South Arno.
WANTED
Good men, any number,
for rock work; southern Arizona;
wages, 30c an hour; work guaranteed for three years. Inquire Abraham's Employment office, 315 South
First streit.
WANTED Salesman In country general merchandise store. One who
can speak Spanish preferred. Only
willing hustlers need apply. Address application in own handAdwriting. Including references.
dress Merchandise, care of Citizen.
MALE HELP WANTED.
MEN WANTED Wages paid while
learning the barber trade; situaspecial
rate.
tions guaranteed;
Moler System College, Los Angeles,

NET

15c.

4

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
On

:

SALARIES AND WAREHOUSES RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
and strictly private.
Time:
One
month to one year gven. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us be
fore borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
31a West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
HOW WILL YOU VOTE

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

'

u,

wjj

-

avwvv

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

7

Here's the Ticket.
FOR

J

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; W.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, . C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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The State National Bank

High-Frequen- cy

d

Albuquerque,

Pe-re- a

:

:

first-clas-

.

s

FRANK McKEE, Mayor.

tfi

$100,000

........

t,

Notice is hereby given that an
election will be held in the City of
Albuquerque, Now Mexico, on Tuesday, April 3rd,
1906,
between the
hours of 9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock
!
ni., of safU day, at the following
voting places:
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Cbadwick & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At which said election the question
f.f authorizing the Issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified electors of said city, who
are the owners of real or personal
property, subject to taxation, within
the said City of Albuquerque, New

Capital and Surplus

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Full-bloo-

NOTICE

MEXICO

No. 310, South Edith, 6 rooms, modern, new. Lot 50x142; sewer, trees,
Cal.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
etc. $2,700. Easy terms, if you can't
WANTED Men in eacn state to pay cash.
travel, post signs, advertise and
leave samples of our goods. Salary
PORTERFIELD & CO.
$75.00 per month. $3.00 per day for
110 West Gold Avenue.
expenses. Kuhlman Co., Dept. S.,
Atlas block, Chicago.
work and conveyancing.
Notarial
WANTED Good men, any number,
Arizona;
for rock work; southern
PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
wages, 30c an hour; work guaran
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
years.
Inquire
Abrateed for three
DENTISTS.
315
offlce,
South
ham's Employment
DR. J. E. KRAFT7,
First street.
Officers and Directors.
Dental Surgeon.
FOR RENT.
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLD8
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
President
FOR RENT Good barn, 311 West the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
;FLOURNOY
Vice President
FRANK
McKEE
........,
Silver avenue.
,
....
'phones.
Appointments made by
Cashier
Both
FOR RENT Rooms for houseKeep- - mall.
Assistant CasMer
Ja;
RAYNOLDS
H.
F.
,
Ing; large and airy; well ventilated;
Director
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
well furnished; rent reasonable. D24
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
Office
S.
avenue.
West Railroad
V.
DEPOSITORY. ll'fHEilfnS; ?(!!:
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
FOR RENT Brick house, with bath, p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
Authorised Capital
at 207 North Fifth street Maynard polntments made by mall.
$50O,00OJW
Gunsul.
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits
$250,0K
PHYSICIANS.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms, and
rooms for light housekeeping; 511
Depository for Atchison, Topeka & 6anta Fe Railway Company
A. L. MAHAFFEY, M. D.
South Third street.
Homeopathic Physician and Surgeon
over
building,
Room 25, Whiting
FOR RENT Three, four and five
Vann's drug store. Automatic
room houses, modern. W. H. Mc
1
telephone, 410.
Million, real estate broker, 211 West
Gold avenue.
OR. R. L. MUST,
FOR SALE.
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
Office,
FOR SALE
Tuberculosis treated with
Blue And
alttsian eggs, $1 per setting. 606
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments, given each day
West Silver avenue.
FOR SALE All lots in Coronada from 8 a. tn. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South In attendance. Both 'phones.
of
New Mexico
DR. W. G. SHADRACH,
Broaftway.
SELL, RENT OR TRADE List your Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
Capital Paid In
$100,000 00
property with T. L. McSpadden, 300
Surplus and Profits
and Throat.
17,000 00
South Broadway.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
FOR SALE A drug store In good lit lines. Offlce, 313
West Railroad
tie town; a snap. T. L. ' McSpad- avenue.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
den, 300 South Broadway.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
FOR SALE OR TRADE a good busi- p. ir
O. N. MARRON, President; Wra. FARR,
Vice President; J. B.
ness for city property. T. L.
sbajmT
D rsTw." H
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDONALD, Assistant Cashier;
300 South Broadway.
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG,
Physicians and Surgeons,
FOR SAI7E Cheap, two lots, new
Offlce over Hfckox & Maynard's Jewhouse-tenJAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.
and improvements;
elry Store, Second street.
addition. Address, T. E., Citizen office.
INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
NURSE.
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
FOR SALE Cheap, FairDanks &
M.
Mr.
R. Wharram,
power gasoline enMorse
31,
Room
building.
Auto
Barnett
gine, suitable for small pumping
phone, 613; Colo.. 165 B. Hours, 9
plant. Enquire J. W. McQuade.
hydro-therep12 and 7 to 10.
to
Massage,
FOR SALE Small stock merchandise
and other Battle Creek meth- U "OLD RELIABLE"
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300 ods.
ESTABLISHED 171
South Broadway.
Lm
UNDERTAKER.
FOR SALE Young driving horse;
Y
gentle, kind; also saddle pony. Ap Auto,
'phone
316.
115.
Red
Colo.
.
BroaJ-wayply to J. R. White, 614 South

Notice is hereby given that an election will be held in the City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m., of
said day, at the following polling
places ;
First Ward City Hall.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Chadwlclt & Co., on Gold avenue.
Third Ward At office of E. H.
Dunbar, on South Third street.
Fouith Ward Near corner of Copper avenue and Third street.
At which said election the qualified
electors of the said City of Albuquerque, New Mexico, residing within the
limits of the said city, shall choose
the following officers:
One Mayor For a term of two
years;
One City Clerk For a term of two
years ;
One City Treasurer For a term of
two years.
Two Members of the City Council
from the First Ward One for a term
of four years and one for a term of
two years, to fill out an unexpired
term.
One Member of the City Council
from the Second Ward For a term
of four years;
One Member of the City Council
from the Third ward For a term of
four years.
One Member of the City Council
from the Fourth Ward For a term of
,four years.
One Member of the Board of Education from the First Ward For a
term of four years;
Two Members of the Board .ot Education from the Second Ward One FOR SAL1-- A tiauusome Hardman
for a term of four years, and one for
piano, in fine condition and almost
term of two years, to fill out an untiew, at a bargain.
For particu-lars- ,
expired term.
call at this offlce.
One Member of the Board of EduFOR SALK $25,000 rancn at a barcation from the Third Ward For
gain; will take small property In
terr.i cf four years;
exchanpe.
Write, wire, phone or
One Member of the Board of Eduwith
F. L. McSpadden, 303
talk
cation from the Fourth Ward For a
Broadway.
South
tern of four years;
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE
For
FRANK McKEE, Mayor.
cily or ranch property, a new furnished rooming house. Best location
Noficl
ki the city. Address F. J., this offlce.
Notice Is hereby given that an elec- FOR SALK A good general
merchantion will be held In the City of Aldise and grocery business, with meat
buquerque, New Mexico, on Tuesday,
market included, and buildings for
April 3, 1906, between the hours of 9
rent.
Inquire, M. Dragoie, 300
o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.. of
North Broadway.
said day, at the following polling
FOR SALE Black Monorca and Bar
places:
red Plymouth Rock eges, for hatch
First Ward City Hall.
Ing; 7,"i rents per netting. Ed.
Second Ward At office of Chas.
Albuquerque, N. M.
Oadwiek & Co., on Gold avenue.
double-ba- r
Third Ward At office of E. II. FOR SAL-A
Dunbar, on South Third street.
reled,
shotgun; bran new
never has been used; one of th
Fourth Ward Near corner of Copper ovenue and Third street.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
nee for particulars.
At which election the question of
authorizing the Issuance of Three FOR SALK OR TRADE 2 rooming
Hundred Thousand ($300,000) Dollars Jhouses. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
of bonds of said City of Albuquerque,
Broadway.
'ew Mexico, to purchase and extend FORS A I E OR TRADE A re you
t'to vater works now owned by the
I have some
in mines?
Water Supply company of said city,
said to be good deals. Talk with
will be submitted to the qualified
T.
me.
i.. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-wa- y.
electors of said city, who are the
owners of real or personal property,
restaurant
subject to taxation,- - within the City POR SALK First-clasand hini li room opposite depot, for
of Albuquerque.
sale cheap. Doing a good business;
FRANK McKEE. Mayor.
good reason for selling. Address,

Mexico.

4, K
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WANTED.

WANTED

Time- - - -

enough to know how to
pare them accurately.
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COLUMNS

Citizen Ads Vill Reach Them
Co Loan
girl for general Money

pounding Prescriptions

Rio dc Janeiro, March 29.

WANT

BANK INSTITUTIONS

ALBUQUERQUE,

We Have Been Com

and Crowns.

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1906.

The Citizen's Classified Colamns Promote Business

by us.

Silver, Jewels

L

1

Pel ween raw and cooked vegetables as there Is between u
prescrlptlrn compounded any
old way and one compounded

Found in the Vaults Treasures of

TM LarrMt Nn Moled Circulation.
Northara Arizona Clrrulatloa.

TINMi

There Is As Much

Many

CITIZEN.

Albuquerque Evening Citizen I

A

Offltlkl Paper of Bernalillo County
IN SEARCH FOR THESE ARE
and City of Albuquerque.

Parity

F.VEXIXO

ALBUQlTErvQUE

PACE TWO.

K. D. Citizen office. v

XDOOOOCOOOOOOO0(

y

B. PUTNE

A. BORDERS,
City Undertaker.
Commercial Club Building.

and white hearse,
LAWYERS.

Black

Bernard S. Rodey.
.
Albuqnerue
N. M. Prompt attention given to all
business pertaining to the profession
Will practice In all courts of the territory and befote the United State-lan- w
office.
Ira M. Bona.
.

N. W., Washington,

32

F street

Pensions,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
R. W. D. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que. N. M. Office, First National
Bank building.
D. C.

E. W. Dobson.
.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

Office Crem

well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
LAND MATTERS.

H. W. S. Otero,
United States Court Commissioner,
703 West Silver avenue. Will attend
to matters before the land office.
ACCOUNTANT.
EXPERT ACCOUNTING
Books aud
ited, statements prepared. Improved
systems Installed. Twenty years'
guaranexperience.
Satisfaction
teed. George H. Browne, 110 South
Second street, Albuquerque, N. M.
BEAUTY CULTURE.

exchange man.
See him for business exchanges.
800 South Broadway.
I'O EXCILVNGE I have property 1&
Illinois.
Missouri, Kansas
owa,
Colorado and Arizona to trade for
Albuquerque
property.
Talk wita
rae- T. L. McSpadden, 300 South

bleaching; manicuring and shampoo
water
lng.
Electrolytic
automatic
avenue.
massage, C13 West Gold
Auto phone 279.
NOTARY

Thos.

K. D.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

Maddlson,

Wt

CIVIL ENGINEER.

J. R. Farwell,
Room 23, N. T. Arniljo Building.

t

ALBUQUERUE. N. U.
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Letter

C o in m e i cial

Printing
T h e CITIZEN JOB

Room

0

Hemdm

envelope
Note Meed
Program
Invitation
Catalogue
Blank Book

0

Receipt Book

0
In

we

0
0

other word

t w rn out

everything

printer knew
how to do .

a

s

...

0

MO0)00OtO0OfOt
E "HI.
PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGHT

J.

C.

00toooti

z

B.

RUPPE

NEXT TO BANK OP COMMERCE

203 W. Ra&oati Av.

At Consistent Prices

PULIC.

Offlce with W. B. Chllders, 117
Broadw.iv
Gold avenue.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER,
EXPERT CHEF AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT WILL SERVE A MER.
A. L. Morjaa,
CHANTS' LUNCH FROM 11 TO 2:30
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRACDAILY.
TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicPROFESSIONAL CARDS
ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
911 North Second street. Albuquer
que, N. M.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Silencer and V. O. Walling
ford, rooms 46 47. Barnett building
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.

-

Carries the Largest snd Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceriea
In the Southwest.

MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
Graduate of Parisian Institute.

BUSINESS EXCHANGE."
Late of New York city. The lates
and up to date
TO EXCHANGE
I have some ranches scientific appliance
to trade for city property. T. L. methods fo- - treating the hair, face
and scalp. Complexion steaming and
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.

McSPAl)ljKNThe

GROCER-

Flour, Grain and Provisions

$5.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

WHOLESALE

BALDRTDGE

NA TIVK AND

CHICAGO LUMBER

PAINT
BUILDING
Always
PAPER
Covers more, looks best, wears
tock
Plaster, time, Cemest.
longest, most economical, full
measure.
Paint. Glass, flash Doers, ete.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE."
ALBUQUERQUE N. M.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

S

SUBSCRIBE FOR THE CITIZEN IF

o

i

YOU WANT THE NEWS
!

'ALBUQUERQUE

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1908.

place. So ardent and persistent vaa
the aged wooor that the traveling
twain left the train at Hammond and
were wedded.
For two years Kiley has been a
dally visitor at the handsunp residence that he bought for Mrs. Colt on
their return to the city.
Last autumn the banker was seriously 111. At that time Mrs. Colt sued
him for $2')0.000, and while no breach
of that action became public It was
the result of It that was the aged
bigamist s undoing. He settled with
her for $150,iii)i nnd her lawyer, who
had not been paid for his services,
sued and let out the whole story.

BANKER BIGAMIST WHOSE
BOY ROMANCE UNDID HIM
IT

RILEY, THE OLD
CAME ACROSS THE IDOL
OF BOYHOOD DREAMS AND HE
SIMPLY HAD TO MARRY HER.
New York,

March

29.

A now

-

rTlifHiTln

iliJiH

l...tJ.HJt

'i

i

7s

fea-

ture of the Kiley bigamy case Is the
statement that Thoa. '. Kiley and

It will not cost you a cent to try
Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver
Tablets, and they are excellent for
stomach troubles an1 constipation.
Get a free sample at any drug store

William Kiley, nephews of Kiley, who
have lived with him and their mother
since tho death of their father, who
was Kiley's brother, 15 years bko, had
all along been In complete Ignorance

I've got a little grandson, too;
Yes, just a tiny, little thing
Oh, I'm not vain no doubt much like
The babies angles always bring.
Rut somehow I am wondering If
That golden baby's half as fine.
Oh half as sweet, or half as dear,
Or half as good grandson as mine.
wonder If that baby's coo
Has all the silver In its tone
That I CAn find tn every note
Of music sounding from my own.
Can Its eyes be a brighter blue?
Can it have still a softer skin?
Are Its wee arms so smooth and
round?
Can It have cuter, dimpled chin?
I

at

Ml

n
.

s

-

MRS FLORA A. COLT.

of the fact that their uncle and mother were husband and wife.
More like a lurid third rate novel
than an episode of staid Brooklyn are
the matrimonial revelations of Banker

OPEN ING

POTTED PLANTS

as Souvenirs
TO

ALL LADIES

I

v

dents at the end of the bridge has her father and lived with him.
upon
been

The
was renewed, but
old acquaintance
the banker made no mention of his
wife. Two years ago last October
Banker Kiley was to participate In the
bankers' convention in California. His
wife was ill at the same time, 111 as
he supposed unto death, still he determined upon the excursion and urged the Widow Colt to be his traveling companion.
"Of course I would not have mar- -

f

'MfflE
MRS. T. W. KILEY.

ried another woman If I had known
my wife would live," the banker
"She
is declared to have asserted.
was critically ill when I started for
San Francisco and I never expected
to see her alive again. That Is my
only excuse for this Illegal marriage."
On the way to Chicago Kiley urged
that an immediate marriage take

that

EVERYBODY

order to give the people of this city an opportunity to inspect ournew lines of clothing
and furnishings, we will make an exhibition
of the new styles on

Cures

Cold

L&Grippe
kFlQiirisy

31st
Saturday,
March
L-

-- H-l

II

II

We announced a couple of months ago that we would make an important change in our Clothing Department, and wish to state that
this change has been made. It consists of the introduction to the
good dressers of this city of one of the best, if not the very best,
line of goods in the United States, made by

llh&GrcatAnfiseDtic

PricQ25VOf&W0
(Or.tarl S5loanBostonMassUSA
;Lt;;rrcy reneral, Mr. Prlchard, to resign Apr: I 1st. Now ho wants to resign June 1st. I do not know what the
governor will do about that. As I

above-mentioncross-examin-

TheWinningStroke

TO

In

have many duties to attend to. It
would suit me better to wait until
June 1st to take up the oitice. When
the appointment Is made, I will be In
I wonder if Its little chest
Santa Fe, much of the time, pracIs quite so broad and deep and tically
all the time, but will not move
strong;
my family there. Roswcll will conI wonder if Its little heart
tinue to be my home."
Will know a love bo true and long.
some
I wonder If
day this boy
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
Will hear upon his childish mind
209 West. Railroad avenue, Is preA picture of the man who made
thorough Bealp treat
pared to
Ills name despised of all mankind. mcnt, do give
hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
Obscure am I, but I'd not give
gives massage treatment and manicurmy
boy's
soft
of
The
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
hands
complexion cream builds up the
of
gold
times
the
ten
thousand
For twice
skin
and Improves the complexion,
commands.
hiding
Gold
King
of
The
and is guaranteed not to be InjuriFor mine my life, my all for mine.
prepares a hair tonic
For my boy's life, for my boy's Joy. ous. She also prevents
dandruff and
that cures and
I wonder If this Croesus dare
To give as much for his gold boy. "nair falling out; restores life to dead
hair; removes moles, warts and suCARD FROM J. H. O'RIELLY & CO. perfluous hair. Also
face powder, a
freckle cure and pimple cure and pile
Worst
to
Treat
Their Liberal Offer
cure. All of these preparations are
Case of Catarrh In Albuquerque.
purely vegetable compounds. Have
just added a vibrator machine for
To the Editor.
treatment cf scalp, face, 'and cure of
For some time we have had an op- wrinkles. It is
used for rheumaportunity to watch the results follow- tism, pains and also
massage.
ing the use of Hyomel, a treatment for
catarrh, that cures by breathing medi- SJLVER CITY ELKS
cated air, absolutely without any
ELECT NEW OFFICERS.
stomach dosing. The results have
At a regular meeting of Silver City
b en so remarkable that we feel Justi- lodge No. 413, B. P. O. E.. held Wedfied In making a public ofTer to treat nesday evening, the following officers
t!u worst case of catarrh In Allm- - were elected' for the ensuing term:
nuorque with the understanding that
Kxalted Ruler E. A. Layne.
if Hyomel does not cure It will cost
Esteemed Leading Knight E. M.
absolutely nothing.
Young.
The complete Hyomel outfit costs
Esteemed Lecturing Knight C. C.
only $1, and consists of an Inhaler Shoemaker.
pocket,
vest
in
can
carried
the
be
that
Secretary H. H. Betts.
a medicine dropper and a bottle of
Treasurer W. S. Cox.
Hyomel. Should this not be enough
Tyler William J. Rose.
can
Hyomel
cure,
bottles
a
of
extra
for
Trustee for Five Years V. B. Wal
BO
cents.
be obtained for
ton.
We hope this offer will be accepted
Representative to grand lodge meetby many f your readers. Very truly ing at Denver, July 17 H. J. Burgess,
6c
yours,
O
CO.
J. H. 'KIELLY
Alternate R. M. Turner.
The Installation of the newly elect
A Scientific Wonder.
The cures that stand to Its credit ed officers will take place) April 4..
make Bucklen's Arnica Salve a scienNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
tific wonder. It cured E. R. Mulford,
(Small Holding Claim No. 648.)
lecturer for the Patrons of Husbandry,
Waynesboro, Pa., of a distressing case Department of the interior. United
Slates Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
of piles. It heals. the worst burns,
a res, bolls, ulcers, cuts, wounds, chilMarch 6, lauu.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
blains and salt rheum. Only 2Gc at
Iowing-name- d
claimant has filed no
all drug stores.
tice of his Intention to make final
proof In support of his claim under
ROD ON HIS APPOINTMENT Sections 16 and 17 of the
act of
March 3, 1891 (26 Stats.. 854).
OFFICIAL
HAS RECEIVED NO
amended by the art of February 21,
FROM THE GOV- 1893 (27 Stats., 470). and that said
ERNOR.
proof will be made before the U. S
Court Commissioner at Albuquerque
When asked by the Roswell Record N. M., on April 14, 1906, viz: Pilar
what he knew about his appointment Vigil, for the Lot 1, Sec. 25, T. 7 N.,
as attorney general of New Mexico, R. 2 E., and in Sec. 30, T. 7 N.. R.
Captain W. C. Reid said:
"I have E., lot 2, Sees. 25 and 26, T. 7 N.. R
heard nothing new, nothing that the 2 E-- . and Tract A in lot 3, in Sec. 35,
public does not know already. At first T. 7 N., R. 2 E., and Tract B, lot 3,
It was the Intention of the present sec. 35, T. 7 N.. R. 2 E., and Sec. 2
T. 6 N.. R. 2 E.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of
the township, viz:
Edward F. Otero, of Albuquerque,
N. M.: SlBto Baco y Baca, of Albu
querque, N. M.; Mariano Vigil, of Albuquerque, N. M.; Plncldo Salazar y
Otero, of Albuquerque, N. M.
Any person who desires to pro
test against the allowance of said
proof, or who knows of any substan
tial reason under the laws and regu
lations of tho Interior Department
why such proof should not be allowed
will be given an opportunity at the
tlm and place to
e
the witnesses of said
claimant, and to off'-evidence In
rebuttal of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
..I
i'.a.

SOUVENIRS

I1IIMIIIIW

& MARX

HART. SCHAFFNER

Ask any one, who is a judge of clothes, to name the best makes
of clothing, and this line will always be mentioned as one of the
very best in the land and, best of all, it is not a very high-priced

line. We are showing some elegant Suits at $20.00, worth $35
in any tailor shop. We are particularly anxious to show our lines
of new goods to the ladies, and will make this the

LADIES' DA.Y

life-tou-

BROWN STOXE FRONT IN WHICH
MRS. COLT
INSTALLED.
WAS
Thos. Kiley, who, on account of his
THE FIRST WIFE LIVED IN THE
n.anv millions, his crpnprnuH nhitnnth- SAME STYLE OF MANSION.
lvmhv frnrl .....
thn .mil.
ha iwitfi llt'n
l col
nuw,i luc
i.ic omrmn,

multi-millionai- re

ErsTrrrpTnmr pace times.

Cashing His Checks.

Silk

looked
as a model citizen,
The dual martial existence of this
is ended. His days
of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde are over.
The two women whom he married,
without recourse to the divorce courts
nnd who have for years lived within
a stone's throw of each other, know
of the great wrong done them. The
law will take its course.
Banker Kiley was boyishly romantic. The second woman ne married
was the Idol of his boyhood dreams.
He installed her in a fine house at
21fi Brooklyn avenue.
Two blocks away lived his real wife
and her children. The real wife
learned months ago of the bigamy,
but she accepted the situation. That's
one thing money will do these days.
(When Thos. Kiley, the rich banker,
was' a poor boy he ws employed in
the hardware store of Guy R. Brown.
The latter at that time was one of the
wealthy merchants of Brooklyn, and
his daughter Flora was a charming
little girl.
The errand boy was most envious
of the lads of her own social position
and as he grew older be loved the
dainty daughter of his employer. As
money was the thing by which he
thought he might win her, Thomas
turned his entire attention to the
building up of a huge fortune. The
girl had in the meantime grown to
womanhood and made a fashionable
marriage with a man by the name of
Colt.
Twelve years ago Kiley married his
sister-in-lahis brother having died
a few years previous. He bought a
magnificent house at 201 Jefferson
avenue for his wife and her four children, who were his nephews and
nieces.
The fortunes of his former benefactor in the meantime had waned.
The merchant, Brown, for whom he
had worked as' a boy, had failed, and
was glad to secure employment with
his former clerk. Then the banker
of his
learned that the sweetheart
bovish dreams was dependent upon

EVENING CITIZEN.

We also wish to call special attention to our Boys' and Young Men s
Sultg. It lias heretofore been difficult
to obtain a good assortment of suits
for boys from 15 to 18 years and young
men from 18 to 20. There has been
a scarcity In these lines, and we have
put In an exceptionally good assortment of these, which, we aro now anx'
ious to show you.

THE RAILROAD

We Will

..CLOTHIER..

Elks' Opera House

to Buy

You

We are not advertising this event,
expecting to make large sales next
Saturday. It matters not if we don't
sell a dollar's worth. But we would
like to show our stock to every man
end woman In Albuquerque, and know
ithey would all be agreeably surprised
to see such a line as we cirry.

SIMON STERN

AVENUE

THE RAILROAD
AVENUE

..CLOTHIER..

Economy Way

SATURDAY, MARCH 31

CALIFORNIA

MATINEE AT 2:30 P. M.
NIGHT AT 8:45 P. M.
of the Distinguished
Engagement
Actor,
;

You do not sacrifice com"

MR. CHARLES B. HANFORD
Accompanied by

jJJj

MISS MARIE DROFNAH
In Two Superb

NoUsk

Productions.

ALL THE WA

The RierciWni of Venice

fort for economy when you
go in a Santa, Fe Tourist
M

M

M MM

MM

0

Y

At the Matinee,
AND

Ask Santa Fe Agent

The Taming of the. Shrew
Each play presented with every attention to detail.
,..$1.50,

$1

and 75c

NOTI3 Preceding the performance
"The Taming of tho Shrew," Mr. Han-forwill present the one act Napoleonic play "THE OLD GUARD."

A
COLONIST TICKET, ALBUQUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.

at Albuquerque
for iourist
Slight extra charge for berth.
sleeper booklet
free.

At Night.

Prices

$25.00 FOR

DUSTLESS

ROADBED

Seat In chair car

HARVEY

MEALS

d

Communication Made Easy

Seats on sale at Matson's, Wednesday,
March 28, at 9 o'clock.

ELKS' THEATRE

El Paso & Southwestern System

TUESDAY

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

3 APRIL 3

Rock Island System

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
HOLDEN BROS.' LATEST SUCCESS
trains daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dinNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
ing pare, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
(Small Holding Claim, No. 2072.)
The Marvelous Scenic
'
THE SOUTHWESTERN.
TAKE
Department of the Interior, United
States Ind Office,
Fe, N. M.,
March 8, 1906.
Notice Is hereby p:v. n that the folFor full particulars see any agent, or address
lowing namPd fiaiM.aM Iish filed
Soasony
The
of
Novelties
i
he
of
of his intention to make final One
U
V.
proof In Biipitort i f l.M claim, under
Gen. Pass. Agent
General Agent.
sections 16 and 17, of 'he act of March
ONE IXNG LAUGH.
3. 1891, (26 Stats., s'l). as amended
PASO,
TEXAS.
EL
l)V tho art i,t I'ulirarv 91
97 DON'T FAIL TO SEE
' liQI
Stats., 470), and i!.:r said proof' will
The Great Shipwreck Scene.
ISEEEE52EEZ3
e niauo iierre ti
The Fight to the Death in the Storm.
unit en states
itiernue, N. M
commissioner at
What Women Will do for Love and
on Rpi il 17. IOih',.
Revenge.
i:mlIio Sanchez,
for tlie small li;l lit claim No. 2072.
The Ship Turned Upside Down.
In fee. ions "1 an.!
', township 7 The Live Saving Station.
north, rant.'e - aHe r.nnif.rh t Ilv.vinir witnpsaps ,v rit Ki:n cast of cai'ahi.h
:. inuous adverse
to prove his actual
i'l.i: IN THIS 0 RE AT PLAY.
ra-possession or sai '
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
ior twenty
years next preen: : - the survey cf
- absolutely guarantee
to give you
Fast passenger and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parts
the township, viz:
of the World.
entirely new and away
Juan Sanchez v A:"daca, of Per-altConnections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
Seats on sale at
N. M.; Edwarl V. Otero, of
fr in all utlu-rsand Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kernedy and Santa
rnlnlo perea, of .Ma' son's.
N. M.;
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
I'eralta. N. M., a:, Manuil Alderett,
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
of Peral'.a, N. M.
35c,
50c
75c
and
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Any person wl;
sires to protest Prices
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railof said proof,
against the allow
way, via Torrance, N. M.
or who knows of
substantial rea DELEGATE TO SEALERS AND
Your business respectfully solicited.
WEIGHERS CONVENTION.
son under th
and regulations
2
V. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. GRIM SHAW,
'f the Interior d.
I'lent, why sui h
Cow Tiiiir llagerman yesterday
private
A. Hayer,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
William
allowed, will he
proof should net
0
given an oppor
'y at the atiove 'Min'aiv to lieieirau' w. ll. AU(irv& 0
FRANK DIBERT. Asst. Secy, and Treai.
place to cross-o- f
t':e N' W Mexico delegate to the A J. P. I.YNG,
mentioned 'ln-L.
A.
GRIMSHAW,
meeting
of the U
examine the wi':
said claim-- ' Veco'id Miiiiial
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt. 0
of weights ami measures
w In rebuttal
lir.t. an. to i ffi r
SANTA FE, N. M.
OFFICES
GENERAL
1).
A
Washington,
iu
i,
i'i,i,
ms
C.
,,iu.
claimant.
of that submitt
Mr. Haver is now in
v,,r, ,'J
H. OTEItO,
M
Register. WaMi:::r'"U
wi'h Andy
C, mil lnap! hyrup needs no bush,"
What's the UK'
chief chemist of Hie 'subscribe
news
evening citizen and
to Bpt:i as rciua:
nele? Isn't lie l
he pleases?
rtus f.!i't"r.v.
Melo-Dram-

more than ordinary skill in rIayin brinps the honors of the
game to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a remedy
ensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reasonable amount of outdoor life and recreation is conducive to the
health and strength, so does a perfect laxative tend to one's
improvement in cases of constipation, bilioilsness, headaches,
however, in selecting a laxative, to
etc. It is
choose one of known quality and excellence, like the ever pleasant Syrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co., a laxative which sweetens and cleanses the system effectually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant alter
effects, as it acts naturally and gently on the internal organs,
simply assisting nature when nature needs assistance, without
griping, irritating, or debilitating the internal organs in any way,
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious nature.
As the plants which are combined with the figs in the manufacture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
beneficially upon the system, the remedy has met with their
general approval as a family laxative, a fact well worth considering in making purchases.
It is because of the fact that SYRUP
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved by
physicians that has led to its use by so many millions of well
informed people, who would not use any remedy of uncertain
Every family should have a
quality or inferior reputation.
bottle of the genuine on hand at all times, to use when a
laxative remedy is required. Please to remember that the
genuine Syrup of Figs is for sale in bottles of one size
only, by all reputable druggists and tnat lull name or me
If T
i A
company California Fig Syrup Co., is plainly printed on
the front of every package.e Regular price, 50c per Dotue.
If

y

-

Mini'

OF FIGS

llSuFopNiA Rg Syrup (&
San

Frr
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
The Citizen Publishing Company

Lover of

W. T. MoCREIGHT

W. 8. STRICKLER

Business Manner

President

Wales Company Fiturres

Mr. Mayo
tho thanks of the people of
for giving them the first nn,I only figures thus
arcs
lar presented on the matter of income and f
als-he
company.
He
thai
present
water
by tho
obtained these figures from tho books of the company,
and therefore- he Knows them 10 bo accurate, rather,
"authoritative" is the word he used.
Now theFe figures show the receipts for one year,
Against this amount be girs us as ex$nG,20H."2.
penses for nn average month, $."ST, or for the year.
$7,004, leaving ii profit for tho company or $ J:t.2'i5.7 J.
There are some remarks upon this showing whlth Tho
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Coming Election
socialists, two

good
There are now, oesldes the
tickets before the people, and Tho Citizen believes that
the result will be more votes for the ticket nnmed by
the combined action of the republican and democratic
city organizations, than there would be, had but one
of these tickets been placed In the field. However, that
They have great
ticket by no means has a
advantage In the personal popularity of the several candidates, and the fact that they have behind them the
official organization of the republican and democratic
parties; but they also have against them the largely
prevailing sentiment that it is a water works ticket.
This last objection, however. Is based on the erroneous idea that should the ticket become the new city
walk-ove- r.

i

governmant, they may be able to do more In the way
of fastening the clutches of the water company upon
the city than the present city government has been able
to do. The Citizen wishes to emphasize tho fact that
whatever is done In the water works matter must be
done by the vote of the people. Whether the plant Is
to be purchased or whether things aro to be left as they
are, or whether the franchise shall be extended these
are matters on which the jKiiplo alone can decide. If
the majority, at the approaching election, votes "no" on
the proposition to buy the water plant, that question Is
mettled until another vote shall le taken, and this will
be true no matter whom the people shall elect to fill the
city offices. The Citizen has given its adhesion Jo the
ticket and shall work for its election; but It
does so with an unalterable opposition to the purchasing
f the present water plant at the proposed price.

ir
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Kurope has many queens and one
Hy birth, the
is crownles.
divine Inheritance of moniirchs,
and training, she Is every Mt a
queen, but her throne disappeared.
She Is Mario Sophie, once
queen of the Sicilies, the yotingeM
of four sisters, two of whom, the
late empress of Austria and Duchesne ci Alencon, met tranic deaths.
Tho incorporation of the Neapolitan kingdom. Into I'nitel Italy
swept Mario Sophie's throne away.
For twenty years she has lived
In I'arls. Ten years ago, the king,
Francis II, died.
Since bis death the queen has
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Bruised From Head to
Foot-Vict-

A GRIIPHIC

We are ready for the season with everything

Gives

im
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is correct.

Thoroughly Absorbent

DtTAlL OF DISASTER

Absolutely' Hvcenic

Mrs. James ('. McDowell, of Portland, .Me., the must severely injured
person In the Coconino siding wreck
In Arizona of Tuesday night, is resting easy in her apartments at the
Alvarado, today, and the doctors
sav that she will ultimately recover.
Injuries consist of
Mrs. McDowell's
lacerations and bruises, which cover
1
Twenty
her from head to foot..
ImT stitches were taken In a gash across
rt'i-- ,wl iVio InnnniriR
frum
seven In another on the
'
largo fortune to the relief of clis- - her forehead,
tho lower part of tho left side
tressed Neapolitan emigrants In of the
i' '
Mcik-will'Mrs.
face.
No descrv- - left knee Is badly bruised, and
France and Belgium.
kMlftMaMhaMUM
Itiir i,oiain
la tnrnfwl TlWnV Slid her left arm
It Is
is paralyzed;
thought only temporarily.
Mrs. Mcevery moinbig she personally meets the unfortunates.
sne
Dowell was standing in tho gailey,
Goodness seems to be a trait of her family, for
near the back of the car, when the
Is sister to Duke Karl Theodore of Bavaria, who has decame, and was hurled half tne
voted his life to the relief of the blind In Germany, and shock
length of the car, and against the
who the other day performed his o.OOoth operation for door of tho stateroom, which broke
cataract.
In, allowing her to fall to the floor.
has established a It was tho contact with this door
At her own expense, the
In
Paris.
Neapolitans
hcspltal tnd scheol for
that made tho wounds on the face
and head, and the fall to the floor
that bruised tbe knee. Just how her
arm was wrenched, Mrs. McDewell is
unable to explain, but she thinks
that she must have got it caught in
tho door of the toilet room, which
she was about to enter, at the mo
ment of the collision.
Mrs. McDewell Is 65 years of age.
She refused to take any opiates, while
under the surgeon's needle, and she
The Planting Experiment.
wonderful nerve throughout
Too much cannot be said, nt this time, In commenda- showed
the ordeal, which Is much in favor
tion of the experiment in tree planting, that the state ag- of her ultimate recovery.
Mrs. McDewell's three dauhters,
ricultural experiment station Is taking up with farmmers
were Injured In the
all of
over the state. It may be a matter of regret that It was wreck, whom
are with their mother. Their
ago
now
years
time
be
so
no
should
that
lost injuries consist of bruised knees,
not done
One man writes to the caused by being thrown violently to
along lines of experimentation.
the floor. None of the bruises have
station that ho wants to plant tree3 but does not wish to shown serious symptoms as yet, and
nothing of a permanent nature is
spend any time in experiments.
The era of tree planting Is already at the door, as feared from them.
The other Injured taken from the
seen In tho fact that So many persons want to take up
are recovering, and will be able
the expeilment with the station. There are nearly three train
to resume
journey east In a
times us many applicants as the station can supply with short time. their
trees, which shows the attitude, to which people are
Fred K. M. Jones, who had charge
com!ng.
The tre? planting Idea Is also seen In what of the Raymond Whit comb excursion
many are already doing. Ono gentleman, In baslness on car, which seemed to suffer more se
Champa street,' owns a small tract of land In southern verely than any other car on the
California, which he has planted entirely to eucalyptus. train, although It was farthest from
He also owns 200 acres at Lamar, Colo., and has planted the concussion, is remaining In the
passengers, see
100 hardy catalpa and 2,200 black locust, which Is only a city with his injured
that thev are being well cared
beginning of what he has in mind. At Cope, in Wash- ing
says
for. Mr. Jones
it was the
ington county, one farmer has planted nearly 2,000 trees worst wreck he everthat
had the mis
on the bare plains with no ditch in sight and stands fortune of getting into, and that he
ready to demonstrate what can bo done without irriga- had been In quite a number of them.
tion if men will do as he does to conserve the rainfall. That there were not more people hurt
W. E. Wolfe &. Co., at Wray, in Yuma county, have In It is marvelous and providential
of
In telling .of his recollections
started tree planting on a largo scale and are putting
occurred, Mr. Jones said: "As
out osage oranges, hardy catalpa, ash, elm, Russian mul- what
we started down the hill, leaving the
berry, sugar maple, red locust and black walnut, thus foot hills of the San Francisco mounleaving cactus and Cottonwood far In the rear. One of tains, I remember the engineer try
our citizens on Seventeenth street will set 10,000 utility ing tho air, and It worked all right.
trees in the springs
A lone freight had taken tho Coconino
Such men are ahead of the station experiments, yet siding, and the flyer had come up
the experiment will be vastly valuable. It will lead to along side and stopped on the main
tho issuance of bulletins based on facts, for future guld-anc- line. The flyer had the right of way
Instead of taking the siding with
It will arrest the Immediate attention of many and freight,
waited on the main line
farmers, and lead to the planting of wood' lots lor pur- the
for us to make the siding. The siding
poses of lftllity and profit, and this should be encouraged was not long enough to hold both
in every possible way.
trains, so it had been arranged that
Further, It may possydy lead capitalists to question No. 2 would come out of the siding
whether any farm land, as such. Is too valuable for treee, and that the freight would back, out
and Induce them to Invest large sums In tree planting buliind the flyer, thus allowing the
rain to continue its journey westfor the production of poles and ties as a certain and per fast
Of course, the switch had not 0
ward.
any
of
greater
revenue and profit
manent source
than
been opened.
When we camo down
other farm crop can offer. For Colorado this may ap tho hill, the engineer on No. 2 appear speculative, but In Kansas they are finding such plied the air, so as to bring his en 0
dreams to be surprisingly true. Denver Republican.
gine to a stop at the switch. It was
then that he discovered that had no
control of his train. As a last resort. 0
Forest Service News Bulletin.
ho whistled for the flyer to back up,
The Forest Service has recently prepared u detailed and this precaution probably prevent
planting plan for a tract of 1,100 acres In San Mateo ed a more serious wreck than that 0
county. California. The preliminary report was followed which occurred, as the limited had
Just got in motion, when tho crash
by a detailed planting plan, which divides the area suit0
able for planting into five sites, and gives detailed came.
"Well, everything went toward the
recommendations for the trees which should bo planted
front end of the car with violent
upon each. Tho species recommended are yellow pine, force,"
continued Mr. Jones. "I was 0
gum.
red fir, black locust and blue
Tho pine and fir sitting in the smoker part of the car,
will be planted on the higher, more unfavorable sites; with the train porter, and the first
and the gum on tho warm, low slopes. Tho locust oc thing that I remember was that the 0
cupies intermediate situations. The intention is that the porter and I were on tho floor, all
locust will produce fence post material in twelve to four- tangled up .together, with a pile of 0
teen years; the blue gum, fuel wood in about ten years; broken seats cm top of us. The gas
had gone out and darkness and conwhile the coniferous trees will form the basis for a valu fusion
reigned.
The women of the 0
crop
longer
interval. It Is the inten party were screamiug,
able tlmlier
after a
and one man
tion of the owner to beautify this tract by forest plant- who had one rib broken, was yell V
ing, and at the same time Increase Its commercial value ing iihxxly murder!" How we extra-cate- d
0
by making the waste portions productive. The work will
ourselves, I don't remember,
gave
got.
wo
out and
finally
the
extend through a period of several years; and for this but
reason, and on the grounds of economy, a home nursery Injured what attention we could under 0
In
the
In this nursery seeds of the several the circumstances. Every door
will be established.
loose, either at the
species desired will bo planted. The locust will be large car was broken hinges.
We passed 0
lock or at the
enough to plant in its permanent site at the end of the the
wrecked engines, several hours
first year, but the conifers must remain in the nursery later, and
saw
never
three rrlore
two or three years and be once transplanted.
The blue dilapidateil locomotives In my life. 0
gum is to bo grown In boxes, and will be largo enough They were completely telescoped and
for planting In a few months from the time that the a pile of twisted Iron.
seed is sown.
"
MERCHANT TAILORING

C!itfoep Klatis amdl Toggery
for Men, Boys BL CSnildreni
It's a luxury to wear such well cut, well
made and handsome clothing as we sell
from the celebrated WASHINGTON

s

"

Simmer Underwear, Fancy Shirls, Fancy Hosiery & Neckwear

I

.:

Are all

and we never had such
a fine line as we're carrying this spring
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FINEIjCLOTHING AND FURNISHINGS
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is to clean up stock
once yearly and open
season with new goods.
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OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMBINI, PROPRIETOR
My merchant tailoring snep lg
over No. 209 West Railroad ave-
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Flour.

Brunswick
POOL

Best brandi of Cigar and
bacco always on hand.

avenui'.
The l..i 7 all naniB tomorrow af
ternoon :u
action park between the
University ' New Mexico and the Al
liuqueni i,
lians, promises to - a
lively cii,.. I'he Indian hoys play
Kooil Lai! ,i:
are out for bloo,!. Twen-ty five
admission w ill be charged.

M.
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You know it is
$1.30 per sack. A!tu- (irocery Co., Marbb-

Flour.

Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
carelully
inspect the shoes
f
inemseives. we leei contl- dent that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
WWW

To-

Gussaroff

EVENING.

APRIL

5,

You Know ii s
$1.80 per sack.
Grocery Co., Marble

Flour.

Second street, Barnett Building.

m

o

0

Novelty

Works

South Second Street
Just received, largo shipment of
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
Repairing of all
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.
Subscribe for The Citizen aud get

new.

,

Machine Works 9B

Wholesale liquor and

far

D

I

In

Dealers

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANSFER STABLES
Horses

and Mules bought
changes.

and

0. W. Strong's Sons
STRONG BLOCK.

ex-

BEST

TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.

UNDERTAKERS
Superintendents
Falrvlew
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

F. 3. HOPPING, Proprietor

th

m

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Chandon White Seal Champagne, 8t. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 139. Salesroom, 111 gouta First
Street, Albuquerque, New Meilce.

321

RECITAL.

m

R. . MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cart;
haftlan.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron TronU for
Buildings.
Ropalru on Mining mnd Mill Machinery m Specialty
Foundry east wide of railroad t.ack.
Albuquerque, M. m.

Proprietor.

Albuquerque

Foundry and

Albuquerque

MELINI & EAKIN,

,
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The finest place In the city to
spend your Idle hours.

h

x-x-

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Win. CHAPLIN

Parlors

You know it is

per sack. Alhu-i.-Grocery Co., Marhlo
$1.3i

X

trade.

O. BAMBINI.1

Boss l';i'
Rood. t'.;.r
ciuerqui"

X

-X-X
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Just ii li )t Tamalo program, with
hot tanialis ,n the Hide. First Methodist church,
cents.

1000

-x-x-x

pairs men's fine shoes
pairs women's fine shoes
pairs misses' and children's fine

X

BILLIARD

solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first
I
class, as have had fifteen years' ex
perlence In the business. Suits made
to OTder. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific I use will not
injure the cloth.
Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
to order. Give me a trial.
I

3000

x-x

0

shoes.

1

UPSTAIRS.

-

1000

.

1

?

best shoes but it stands
equally for honest

e.

Mr. Mayo, like most men supporting a bad cause,
finds It much easier to tell the people what he could do
such bh giving "a real rendition of the question with
all the details required," if he only had space Hum it
Is to furnish the information demanded. However, in
New Mexico Agricultural Bulletin.
the kindness of his heart he will tell all these things to
The Texas I'mbrella, while not adapted as a' street
all the people who may hunt him up and ask him about
tree ,ls excellent for large masses or single specimen
H. Thanks, awfully!
effects. The common elder can also bo used for the
J. B. Mayo must either have a very high ideal of the same purpose. The box elder and elm when heavily
intelligence required "to give a clear and conci.se version watered and properly cared for do well but they will not
of tho water question," or else he has been ery careful stand neglect. The osae organe Is one of tho most
trees in this climate, but a very slow grower.
with whom he has talked on the question, lint, then, it
may be said for Mr. Mayo's benefit, that he wrote be- The China berry, honey locust and black locust are three
good trees. The Mack locust is to bo preferred and it
fore he had read the article of Ir. F. A. Jones, which
is one of the fastest growers.
The Russian mulberry
appeared in The Citizen last evening.
Is another very hardy tree; in fact It will do better
I.as Vegas News: The Campbell system of dry under unfavorable conditions than any other tree I know
farming is to be put to a thorough test near Las t'ruces, of in this climate, it is almost as fast a grower under
N. M., by W. W. Cox, the Hereford cattle grower. Three favorable conditions as the black locust, and makes a
of the largest plows obtainable are employed and fifty more roundish and letter head when properly trained.
acres will be put into diversified crops. The experiment The mulberry has a habit of sprouting badly at the
will no doubt be successful and it is being watched with crown and along the trunk the first few years of Its
Interest by ranchmen and cattle raisers In Itona Ana growth. This means that it must be kept trimmed if a
good high trunk is desired. The more I see of the mulcounty.
berry the more partial I am to it. 1 believe, taking
The Denver Clearing House Association and Cham- everything Into consideration, the mulberry is the comber of Commerce have named Joseph A. Thatcher, presi- ing shade tree for the vallev conditions.
dent of the Denver National bank, and .1 S. Temple, a
Father's Forgotten Classics.
former president of the Chamber of Commerce, as a
committee to push a movement that has for its purpose
William had Just returned from collego to spend .us
the establishment f a
m of the things most notice
in Denver by the spring vacation.
by the
oung niDi' was Fanny, the daughter of SI PerkiiH. a
federal government.
near neighbor, who had. during his absence, changed
In answer to a demand of the people, congn sh pas.-,efrom a tomboyish shoo, girl Into a beautiful young
the Interstate commerce law In ltis". but in 1S'.)7 the woman. It seeins that his father had also noticed the
Hiipreme court decided that the commission had not been change, mil remarked t,( his son:
Riven a rate making power. The public has been de"William, have yoi notic-en,,w
si Perkins'
manding a correction in the law ever since. It Is this daughter Fanny has shot up' Seems to me she's gettin'
relief which is now proposed In the pre.-li-b nt's rate
to be a jolly handsome young cnuer."
ion.
"She certainly is, faiher," .said William enthusiastically. "Fanny is as beautiful us Hebe,"
San Diego has arranged with a company for a sup-lil- y
"Where's your eyes, ,oy!" objected the father.
of g.000,000 gallons of mountain water per day, ut 4 "She's a durn sight, punier than ho be! Old SI is as
cents a thousand gallons.
homely as Bill Jones' bull pup." Harper's Wockly.

V

McDewell Is Cut and

Mrs.

who

xpt-mli-

Citizen requests its readers to curefully consider. Here
Is the first:
The expense account on the part of the company
consists of tho wages of three men, fuel, lights, rent,
office expenses, Inlcdentais. Only these, and nothing
more. One may be surprised at the paucity of Items
mich as one man in the olllce and two for the rest of the
Tho exservice but the figures are authoritative.
penses consist of but six Items, and aggregate
But this report Is
only $7,004 for the year.
more significant in what it omits than In what
It states IT SHOWS THAT DURING THE ENTIRE YEAR THE COMPANY DID NOT EXPEND ONE,
SINGLE, SOLITARY CENT for MAINTENANCE OF
In other words, the plant Is being skinned for
PLANT.
all It is worth. It is being run on the plan of the old
French king, whoso motto was: "After us, the delugo!"
Not one cent for wear and tear, not one cent for mainNo wonder the
tenance, much less for betterment.
company cleared nearly $30,000. These authontntive
figures show that after paying Interest, the company, in
one year, made out of the plant more than they nrc
understood to have put Into It at the time of the alleged
purchase. Dut what about tho plant, under such treatment? If about two years ago, the plant was offered
for sale at "a great deal lower" price than is now asked
of the city those are Mr. Luchsinger'B own words, to
whom the offer was made and who refused It because
be considered that "great deal lower" price too high
what can be said of It now, after a year of skinning It
for all that could be mado out of It?
But there Is another thought brought out and sustained by the figures given by Mr. Mayo. It Is this:
If the company cleared $29,205.72 In one year, what was
to prevent them from having made the necessary extensions during the year, thus clearing more money?
It will be remembered that the city, in the contract ex-Is
required to, pay $350 per mile for each and every
tension; and yet with this assistance the company came'
before the people and asked for an extension of th-franchise to 1940, to enable them to make Imperative
extensions. Evidently, the design has been to make as
much out of the people as out of the plant.
The showing made by Mr. Mayo, with authoritative
figures, plainly shows that Instead of buying the water
plant from the company for $300,000, as the ordinance
proposes or for $400,000 or any old price, as Mr. Mayo
thinks would be cheap the city should compel the
Water Supply company to comply with Its franchise,
on which It has been reaping a harvest for years, and
make the necessary extensions or forfeit Its franchise
to the city. There is no question alout this. In view of
the profits the company la drawing from the city and
people; and only one excuse can be taken from the
company, for not complying with Its plain and Imperative duty. That exceuse was set forth by .Dr.
Jones In his unanswerable article in last evening's
Citizen. Speaking of the present plant's "inability of
further efficient extension," he said of the distributing
system:
"IN FACT, THE LIMIT OF EFFICIENCY IS
NOW REACHED, AND PERHAPS SLIGHTLY SURPASSED."
This is the only excuse for the Water Supply company's palpable neglect of duty, In view of their
nearly $30,000 profit. In. one year. .Cut, then,, this fact
is an insuperable objection to buying the plant at any
'
price.
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to cxd clse. Mr. Hanford is
fortunate in having' so charming a
leading lady as Miss Marie Drofnah,
who will appear ns Portia. MIks
popularity is, firmly grounded,
and there will be much Interest in
seeing her in a part which affords her
New.
such admirable opportunities.
appropriate and elaborate scenery and
costumes will, as is tho case with all
productions with which Charles
l.
Hanford is nssociaied, be conspicuous
ly in evidence. The presentation of
Sbylock which Is described as ranking
with the most magnificent cf modern
Shakespearean revivals, will be the
attraction at the KlUs' opera house on
Saturday, March 31, at the matinee.
On Saturday night The Taming
of
the hhrew is to be Mr. Hanford's
play.
fx lied

MASS MEETING OF CITIZENS

This carried, and Messrs
and Romero were
chair and withdrew
to draw up the platform.
A committee on emblem was then
appointed, consisting of Messrs. Harrison. Mct'utcheu ami Fleischer, which
also proceeded with its part of the
work.
During the als'iice if these
Mr. "aUCuUIhu
moved that
the four men from each ward, ap
pointed as a temporary centralization
tonimittet, be made a permanent
central committee. The motion carried. Mr. McCute-h.cthen took the
floor, and in an address, stated thai
while be accused no one on the fusion ticket rf being a traitor, he" did
think that, some of them were at fault
In their Judgment. He stated that he
had in hind a man whom he would
later place In nomination for mayor
if the assemblage
decided upon a
ticket.
The committee on platform returned at this Juncture
and reiiorted
their platform, as follows:
"We are emphatically opposed to
the purchase of the water plant, and
against any extension of franchise."
The platform was adopted with
much applause.
Nominations for candidates for the
different offices were then declared In
order.
in
A. C. Culver arose end placed
nomination for mayor, Mr. F. Q.
Pratt. Mr. Pratt, however, declined.
B. Ruppe placed In nomination Dr.
L. H. Chamberlin, and there being no
further nominations, Mr. Cbamberlin's
nomination was made unanimous.
Dr. Duckwald and Harry P. Owen
were then placed in nomination for
city clerk. Mr. Duckwald withdrew
in favor of Mr. Owen, and his nomination was made unanimous.
For treasurer, D. H. Boatrtght was
placed in nomination and selected
unanimously.
Nominations and selections for the
different wards then followed, the
final result being as follows:
First Ward Emil Mann for councilman for four-yea- r
term; Caesar Grande
term, and A. A. Trimfor the two-yea-r
ble for member of the school board.
Second Ward William Farr for
member cf the council; F. O. Pratt
for member of the school board tor
term, and J. A. Skinner
the four-yea- r
memlter of, the school board for the
a platform.

Itorradaile, Myer
Forcible Argument Against the Purchase of the' appointed
Jy the

Water Company Plant, Presenting Convinc-

ing Facts in an Abie Manner.

cotn-luit'ec- s

FULL TICKET

NOMINATED

OFFICIALS

FOR CITY

BE
With over Too people crowded intoi water plant THERE WILL NOTWILL
the ONE SINGLE YEAR THAT
Colonilxj hall, lat evening,
OF A FIVE CENT
nurixise of attending the mass meet SHOW A PROFIT
ing that, had been advertised hy the PIECE. (I.oud applause.)
distribution of handbills during the
"The system Is paying the water
afternoon, the hall, when the meeting company a net profit of 114.000 per
was culled to order, at S o'clock, by year, or at Kast that Is what the
Alderman O. V. Harrison, representwater men claim. IF THAT IS A
ed more the scene of a convention TRUTHFUL STATEMENT, WOULD
than any that has been held in this THEY WANT TO SELL? Listen! Accity In recent years.
cording to their own statements, at
After the large hall was packedact-to $14,000 a year net profit. In five years.
suffocation, Alderman Harrison,
they will have made a profit of
Now, there are bonds to the
ing as temporary chairman, with A. C.
Culver as secretary, arose and an- amount of $185,000 outstanding. They
nounced the object and Intention of want the city to pay them $250,000.
the meeting. He stated that the That kaves them a profit of $05,000,
meeting was called for the purpose to be divided among them. WHY DO
of voicing their sentiments against THEY WANT TO SELL, WHEN IN
the proposed purchase ot the water, FIVE YEARS THEY WOULD MAKE
company's plant, and the Peoples'! A PROFIT OF $70,000, AND STILL
ticket. B Ruppe was HAVE
PLANT
THEIR
LITTLE

rr

$70,-000-

,

n

then selected as Interpreter, and th
meeting proceeded to business.
Dr. Harrison, after a few remarks
concerning the water works plant, announced that Attorney Neill B. Field
would be the principal speaker of the

A committee, composed of
Stroup and Ben Myer, was
appointed by the chair to escort the
gentleman to the platform. In a few
well chosen words Dr. Harrison introduced Mr. Field, and that gentleman proceeded to deliver one of the
most brllliant,Mogical and unanswerable arguments against the purchase
of the Water Supply company's plant
by the city that has been heard In
this city during the entire campaign.
Opening his remarks with the preface that he was unconscious of having any personal feelings In the matter; that the stand he had taken wasp,
based on logic and not on Tartisan-ehland that he had no Bentiment
whatever against any of the men
composing the water company, Mr.
Field then told of how the Water
Supply company had secured their
present contract from the city council of a dozen years ago, "and, gentlemen," he went on, "they would not
have secured the contract and their
present franchise that they are now
so anxious to dispose of, had they not
In
Interests
had the controlling
the city council. I was mayor at that
time, and signed the contract, against
my will, because It was the best I
could get, and because the majority
of the city councilmen favored the
Water company."
Continuing, Mr. Field stated that he
had never been able to accept the
theory of municipal ownership, and
pur
that therefore he opposed the Supchase by the city of the Water
ply company's plant.
"But," said he, "that Is tie least
Uninfluenced by
of my objections.
any consideration of men or money, 1
tell you, gentlemen, that I am ' firmly
convinced that the present witer
plant is Insufficient for municipal
ownerKhtn. for tlio reason that it was
built for a small city, and we are
growing at such a rapid rate thati
soon we will have outgrown the plant
entirely.
"And, furthermore, I DO NOT BE- LIEVE THAT THE CITIZENS OF,
ALBUQUERQUE SHOULD BE MADE
TO PAY FOR A FRANCHISE THAT
WATER
TO THE
GIVEN
WAS
FOR
AND
GRATIS
COMPANY
(Prolonged Applause.)
NOTHING.
"The time to buy the water plant,
if huv It you must, IS WHEN THE
FRANCHISE
WATER COMPANY'S
And, mind you, 1
HAS EXPIRED.
do not concede that we want it, even
then.
"1 grant you that the Water Supply company should have fair treatment," continued Mr. Field, "but, is It
fair treatment to 'ask the city to pay
for the franchise that we GAVE
NOT
DOES
THE CITY
them?
WANT THE WATER SYSTEM AT
ALL EVEN AS A GIFT, and if it
did, now is not the time for its purchase.
"IT MAY BE, according to the arguments of these water gentlemen, and
their claims. THAT THE KALAMEIN
PIPES ARE IN A BETTER CONWHEN
THAN
TODAY
DITION
THEY WERE FIRST PUT UNDERGROUND, TWENTY
FIVE YEARS
AGO, as they would have you believe,
but if this Is true, as these men so
anxious to sell these pipes that are
yearly increasing In value, underground, say it is, then, for my part,
I am willing
THAT THEY KEEP
THEIR PIPES FOR A HUNDRED
YEARS, UNTIL THEY ARE WORTH
FOUR TIMES AS MUCH AS THEY
(Laughter
and apARE
NOW.
plause.)
'Gentlemen, I am advocating but
a business proposition, and on my
judgment I tell you that I do not believe. If you buy this plant, that you'll
get near your money's worth. On the
contrary, ! believe that if you buy
this plant YOU WILL BUY A GOLD
BRICK, and mark my prophecy, that
if you do buv the plant, IN FIVE
YEARS' TIME YOU WILL HAVE TO
ISSUE THE SAME
OF
AMOUNT
BONDS THAT YOU WILL NOW
PAY FOR THE PLANT, FOR IMPROVEMENTS.
These gentlemen of the Water
company tell you that you must imy
iheir little water system because they
are unable to enlarge It adequately
to keep up with the growth and progress of the city.
"Now, mark me well; As a lawyer, I value my reputation in this city,
will stake
and upon this question
inv reputation as a lawyer, THAT IF
AT ANY TIME THE WATER SUPPLY COMPANY FAILS TO KEEP TO
ITS CONTRACT OR THE TERMS
OF ITS FRANCHISE. THEN, BY
LAW, THEY FORFEIT THEIR

LEFT? (Laughter and applause.)
"Of course, they are not looking out
for the Interests of the city or the
Why, gentlemen. If their
taxpayers!
statement is true, on the bare face
of It they should have guardians appointed for themselves, as tney are
not competent to manage their affairs to their own best Interest, when
they will sell for a profit of $65,000
what would make them $70,000 la five
years' time. (Prolonged applause.)
"BUT I TELL YOU, THAT THEIR
STATEMENT IN THAT RESPECT
IS A FALSEHOOD, AND THAT THE
WATER SYSTEM, IF PURCHASED
BY THE CITY, WILL SHOW A LOSS
FROM THE TIME OF ITS PURCHASE." (Tumultuous applause.)
Mr. Field then went on to speak of
the growth of the city; how proud all
were of the metropolis of New Mex
ico; how that all of his Interests were
right here; how he had put In the pro
ceeds of twenty years' hard labor
here, and how, virtually, every dollar
that lie possessed was Invested In
this city, and that he wanted to soe
the assemblage organize right there
for two purposes.
"Organize tonight to accomplish
two things. First, to oppose the Issue
of bonds to purchase the plant, and
second, to defeat the extension of a
franchise, and I tell you, gentlemen
that with such organized opposition,
not ono of those on the
ticket will be willing to vote for the
franchise in the city council.
"Don't make it impossible for hon
est men to run on a ticket, by unjustly accusing them, BUT IF YOU
THINK THERE IS A TRAITOR ON
THE TICKET, ORGANIZE TO BEAT
THAT MAN, AND BEAT HIM. SHOW
THAT TRAITORS WILL NOT BE
TOLERATED IN THE CITY OF AL'
BUQUERQUE."
Mr. Field then paid a glowing tribute "to a friend of his who was instrumental In securing the fusion of thie
democratic and republican conven
on
tions
side,
the democratic
saying thn he believed that It
was for the best Interests of the city,
and that he was positive that there
were nun on the ticket who would
look out solely for the Interests of
the city, but tjiat "IF YOU THINK
THERE IS A MAN ON THE TICKET
WHO WILL PLAY YOU FALSE, ORGANIZE
TO BEAT
THAT MANI
Gentlemen, I thank you."
And amid the plaudits of the many
gathered in the hall, Mr. Field stepped from the stage, after having delivered one ot the most logical,
speeches, one full of unalterable facts, and irrefutable statements, that 'has yet been presented
to the people of Albuquerque nn this
vital question.

evening.
A. B.
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MASS MEETING

NAMED CITY TICKET

Shortly after the conclusion of Mr.
Field's brilliant tffort, J. H.
arose and moved that an organization to oppose the purchase of
the water system le formed, and that
four men from each ward be selected
to act as a central committee. Th
mnlon carried unanimously.
Dr. F. B. Romero moved that the organization be known a the "Taxpayers' League. This carried unanimously.
B.
Dr. F.
Romero also made
a motion that a permanent organization be effected and the wishes
of the people ascertained, and placed
in nomination F. G. Pratt for permanent chairman. The motion ami nomination carried unanimously.
The
chair apjiointed A. B. Stroup and
Otto Dieckman to escort Mr. Pratt to
the chair, which they did. Mr. Stroup
was then placed in nomination for
permanent
secretary,
and elected
unanimously.
The meeting then proceeded to busi-- j
ness, after a little confusion, which
Captain n. Ruppe, of the National
Guards straightened out by a force
ful address to the effect that the meet
ing was of and for the people, and
that their wishes would bo obeyed,
and t hat he was for the. people and
with them for whatever they wanted.
His eff 'rt was appreciated and loudly
applauded. Dr. Romero also addressed
the meeting and movml that a vote
be taken to ascertain the wishes of
those assembled In the matter of placing another ticket in tho field.
T. A. Montoya made a fine talk, In
Spanish, favoring the idea of nominating a full ticket.
At this iMiiit several conflicting motions were made as to the manner In
which those present should voto on
the question, but a lnoil n that all in
favor of another ticket move to one
AND YOU CAN GO INTO side of the hall finally carried. When
COURT AND TAKE THEIR FRAN- Chairman Pratt instructed all those
CHISE AWAY FROM THEM. (Ap- in favor of placing another ticket in
plause.) They cannot keep their the field, to move to the opposite side
franchise if they do not observe the ef the hull, every man in the hall.
prohaMy Suit, moved in a liody to the
terms of their contract.
"These geni leiuen of the Water com- right side of the hill, amid tumultupany tell you that if the city buys ous applause, cheering and' enthusitheir fcyttem, they, (the city), will asm.
Colonel John Borradailo then moved
hoon become si ricli that they will
have plenty of uuiiu.)' left in the bank that the ticket x known as tho Citiafter paying for the plant ami all im- zens' ticket, which carried. Dr. Roprovements, but let me tell you, gen mero timed that a committee of three
tlemen, that it the city acquires this ; be appointed by the chair to formulate
1
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EXHIBITION

-

AT NUREMBERG

Drof-nah'-

ADDRESSED BY ATTORNEY FIELD

CANDIDATES

WITH-

DRAW THEIR NAMES

o-

-
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FICE.

Circulars and literature announcing'
and illustrating the Jubilee Exhlbl-- '
ti n of Bavarian Industry, Handiwork'
and Fine Arts, for l!0fi, to be held at
Nuremberg, Bavaria, from May to October, of this year, under the panron-- '
age of his Royal Highness, tho Prince
Regent, Luitpold of Bavaria, have Just1
been received at this oflice.
Anton
the features of the exhibition will be exhibits from all parts!
of Bavaria, land and water Rixirts nni '
a grand lottery drawing for prizes, aggregating $S7.R)0, tho first prize of
which Is $23,000.
The exhibition irroiind cover Kin.
000 square yards and the building site
covers sa.uim square yarns, i ne city
of Nuremltere where tho tnliitrwi v.
hlbttlon takes place. Is centrally located, being only twenty hours by
express train from London, fourteen
hours from Paris. France, twelve
hours from Brussels and seventeen
hours from Copenhagen.

A LARGE CONSIGNMENT OF

RUGS

AfJD CARPETS

The Latest Designs and Colorings.

Mlhert Faber
Furniture, Carpets and Draperies
ocKoooooccte

YOUR EASTER
GOWN

urutiitTuttttt

Non-Partls-

o e0'co

-

JUST RECEIVED

LITERATURE ANNOUNCING
AND
ILLUSTRATING JUBILEE EXHIBITION, RECEIVED AT THIS OF-

Wm. Kieke, who was nominated by
the biparty convention Monday night
at Klks' ball room for nn,nilur nf the
board of education for the Second
warn, inis morning met a representative of Tho Evening Citizen and
Stated that he Wishmt thla ninor 1n
innoune-ethat he ha1 rt.ollnxt to
make the race for school trusteo on
MILLINERY
OPENING
said ticket, ami n.onl.1 nirirlnltv
day or tomorrow, notify the central
committee of his withdrawal fnom
Mrs. D. D. Coverdale announces her
the ticket.
spring opening for Friday afternoon
and Saturday of this week. The oc
A. A. Trimble Withdraws.
casion will be the display of one of
To The Evening Citizen:
spring
the finest lines of
I see the Taxpayers' licague placed and summer hats ever brought to Al
my name on Its ticket for member of buquerque.
Remember the time and
the school board front the First ward. place 220 West Gold avenue.
I cannot permit my name to be used
under any consideration.
Having
gone Into the People's
TO THE LADIE8.
convention, I expect to abide by It
and support it heartily.
Next Saturday is our formal
A. A. TRIMBLE.
spring opening, and we would o
like every lady tn this city to
Pitt Rosa and Roy McDonald ueclinc.
ca.ll end inspect our new goods. 6
it is learned this afternoon that
We will present each lady caller u
Pitt Ross, named last night, at the
with a pottd plant.
mass meeting for alderman of the
SIMON STERN.
e
Fourth ward, and also Roy McDonald,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
named for school trustee of the same
ward, would withdraw their names
from the Citizen's ticket. Mr. Ross
Boss Patent Flour. Yon Vnnw It Ip
states that it would be Impossible good.
65c and 11.30 ner sack. Alhii- for him to accept the nomination, but
querqtie Cash Grocery Co., Marble
that ho appreciated the honor offered avenue.
him. At the State National bank,
whore Mr. McDonald is the cashier, it
Spend tho afternoon of Arbor Day
is stated, jokingly, that Mr. McDonald
the base ball game in Traction
declined to make the race because at
University of New Mexico vs.
he did not like to beat O. N. Mar-ro- park.
nominated on the People's Non- Albuquerque Indian school. Twenty-fivcents admission.
partisan ticket, for the same office,
from the Fourth ward. Mr. Marron
Boss Patent. Flour. Yon linnnr U to
is president of the State National good. 65c and $1.30 per sack. Albubank.
querque Cash Grocery Co., Marble
two-yea- r
term.
It Is understood, this afternoon,
Third Ward Colonel John Borrar that their places on tho Citizen's avenue.
dalle for councilman for the four-yea- r
ticket will be filled at. once by the
term; A. C. Culver for member of the central committee of the Taxpayers'
school board.
League.
THE CELEBRATED
Fourth Ward Pitt Ross for connRoy
meml)er
cilman and
McDonald for
TO THE VOTERS
of the school board.
The central committee, by motion,
OF ALBUQUERQUE
was empowered to fill any and all
vacancies on. the ticket, at their own
We, the undersigned, candidate.
discretion.
This central committee Is composed for mayor and aldermen on the Cititicket, hereby
of the following men from the differ zens'
pledge ourselves to the people of Aent wards:
Mfss-rsBen Myer, B. ' Ruppe, T. lbuquerque, that in case we shall be
Bottled in Bond.
Morrelll and D. T. Duckwald from the elected to said offices, and if the proppurchase
of
plant
the
osition
to
the
First ward; F. G. Pratt. D. H. Boat
right, F. Sedillo" and Joe Johnson from Water Supply company la rejected, at
we will vote anu
the Sccxnd ward; Otto Dieckmann, A. the coming election,
Garcia, J. Borradail and A. C. Cul work against any extension of thet,
Distillers,
ver from the .Third Ward' A.jFlelsh franchise of the Water Supply
unless the same shall Jifh first
FRANKFORT. KT.
cher I T. Delaney, F. B. Romero and
submitted to and approved by the
B. S. Stover from tho Fourth ward.
an elecAfter several other minor matters electors of Albuquerque, at
for that purpose.
had been disposed of an adjournment tion to bo held
MELINI & EAKIN
We further pledge ourselves to the
was taken.
promise
Albuquerque,
people
and
of
Bole A genu.
Immediately upon adjournment the
that in case of our election to said
central committee mot on the stage offices,
Albuquerque,
N. M.
if the proposition to purchase
of the hall to transact business.
Automatic Phone, 199.
by the people
accepted
plant
is
said
It is learned this afternoon that em
at the coming election, we will by
blem committee adopted the clasped proper
ordinances, place the managehands as the emblem of the Citizens' ment and
administration of tluj water
ticket nominated last night, and in ac- works in the hands of an absolutely
cordance with a territorial la.w, nas
committee or commisfiled the ticket and emblem with Pro- sion, composed of representative busi.
.
bate Clerk Walker.
ness men and citizens, no more than
three of whom Bhall belong to the
IT TO DATE SIGNS
ALBUQUERQUE ELKS
same political party; that said committee or commission shall be enELF.CT OFFICERS tirely divorced from and placed be208 WEST SILVER AVE.
yond political Influence; and wo furAt an enthusiastic
held in ther agree that ail employes of tho XXXXXXXXXXXXXOCXDCXX)C)0000
their lodgo rooms last night, Albu- water works, under city management,
SCREEN TIME
querque Elks elected officers for the shall be under a proper system of
It here. Door and Window
civil service, to tho end that eaid
ensuing year, as follows:
screens made to order.
property shall have a careful and
Exalted Ruler Felix Ivester.
the best inEsteemed Ieadiug Knight M. E. honest management for people.
ALBUQUERQUE PLANING MILL
terests of the city and
Hickey.
ocococxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
As the people understand, the acLoyal Knight L. C.
Esteemed
ceptance
or rejection of the propBennett.'
PIONEER BAKERY
the water works
Esteemed lecturing Knight Arthur osition to purchase
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
Is to be decided by them at the polls
Cavanaugh.
(Successor to Balling Broe.)
next Tuesday, and the Incoming
Tyler James Vorhes.
council has nothing whatever to do WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
Trustee David Rosenwald.
question.
We desire patronage and we guarDelegate to the annual convention with passing upon that
antee first class baking.
FRANK McKEE,
of the grand lodge in Denver, July 17
Mayor.
207 8. First Street
Albuquerque.
Candidate for
R. W. D. Bryan.
P. HAN LEV,
Secretary Roy McDonald.
Alderman,
First
for
Candidate
Treasurer Charles Hawks.
Ward.
Spirited toasts, accompanied by reA. W. HAYDE.v
freshments, followed the work of the Candidate
First
Alderman,
for
session.
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
Ward.
LEAUNAHD,
GEORGE P.
2l'i West Railroad Ave.
MORTUARY
Candidate
for Alderman, Second
Auto Phone, 320.
Ward.
NKL'STADT,
SAM'L
Mrs. Emma Brinkman.
Alderman,
Third
for
Last night at her residence in this Candidate
Ward.
city, Mrs. Emma Brinkman, aged 25
BEAVEV,
JOHN S.
years, the wife of George Brinkman,
Fourth
Alderman,
for
furniture man, with the Albert Faber Candidate
Ward.
company, diiI very sudFurniture
denly, about 9:30 o'clock, from heart
TOO LATE TO CLARIFY
disease, it is thought, although she
had long been a hufferer from tuberin
culosis. Mrs. llrinkman came here WANTED Camp cool;
ranch.
from Florida, Ohio, ab. ut ono year
Address H, Citizen otli'
BLANK BOOK MAKING
ao. in company with 'aer husband,
and
Tamale Social. Hot 1 iiiiab-and the remains, which are at Strong's
and
undertaking parlors, will be shipped program to match. F.i.--- Methodist
church, Friday night, 2.V.
to her former home for interment.
.
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SHOULD MEET WITH
APPROVAL

.

Many new ideas in fashion,
and fabric are embodied in

fit

our New Sprino Styles and
Samtlf.s just received from
New York.
Ladies desiring swell and
gowns are requested
to call and get prices.

rtit ttfutiritirtti

up-to-d-

Madam Gross

n,

e

Pbooe Blaak 68

118

Cold Avenue

oooccxcko
A STRONG

SMOKE.

-

not always the beat smoke depends about
on the cigar. If yoo
Bmoke the White Llly you can hare It '
as strong as yuo like, yet sweet mmd '
fragrant; medium with the
"smoothness" and aroma; mild
balmy day in spring and rust &
llghtful. And all for 5 cent for
smoke, $2.00 for the same joy inattt-plie- d
Stick a pin in the nine- the White Wly.
is

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Non-Partis- an

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

A.

7

non-partis-

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT, Prop'r.

U.S. Lithgow&Co.
l!(OKlUNDKKS

Specialists

RILING.

know it is
Boss Patent Flour.
THE COMING OF
good. 05c and $130 per a. k. Albuquerque
Marble
Grocery C"
ACTOR HANFORD avenue. Cash

Auto Phone 128.

.

Few plays of the Higher class have
the hold on popular esteem that is
posstssed by "The Merchant of Venice,'' in which Charles B. ILinforri
appearing with extraordinary
is no
success. So closely has this play
been studied that the act r who undertakes a production of it submits
himself to the most rigid criticism,
for every auditor has a distinct and
his
vivid conception of the role in
Many actors nave umlertakin
mind
to satisfy these ideals, but few have
succeeded. Mr. Hanford !s one of the
fortunate exceptions. This actor Is
now in full realization ef ihe brilliant
promise given by his earlier career.
His present tm.r. under the manager
nient of Mr. F. liwrence Walker, is
one of the most successful that any
tragedian has ever known. .Mr.
career exemplifies the fact that
ttie player of classic roles once established, is fully compensated in prosperity and applause for the early patience that he may have Ia'lu, com- -

.BEAUTIFUL LAWNS..
Are the pi die of the
of lawn supplies tli;;'

and the clia nn (f Hie c:ty. We have the kind
keep your lawn l'iv-- h and green.
ll.i--

..41-"'- -

25c and up

H

Sh')t

and up
35c and up

S0o

-

Itiikes
Kul.her

il

Col .in

Ho.--e

12c
10c
$2.50

,

Sere.-.l.nt.diiiipleto

Nozzles,
Se- iiWis and I lose Menders.
A

OFFICIAL

line

of

GARBAGE

CANS...

and $1.25
to any part of city.

Delivered

II8G0LD

AVENUE

J. W. MASTERS

Colo.r'Phone

B. 68

S

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

J

CLUB ROOMS

IN BREAD

MAKING.

the most Important of all; OaL
the selection of proper flow.
There Is no difficulty about this tf
EmpregB flour is chosen. It 1
good and makes such sweet, whit
and nutritious bread as to be un-

m,

surpassed by any milled. The bee
bread makers use it for that Try
reason.

t

M. BERGER,
Wholesale Agent.

Z

S

114 West Copper Ave.

0

ALBUQUERQUE
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

CATHEDRAL

OLD

AUSTRIAN

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture and Crockery
& GO,,

BORRADAILE

117 Gold Avenue

oo coooxrcoccrocrx
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DANGERS OF THE DARK

burglars:

YOU NEED

A

2

The Telephone is a
ready messenger
IT NEVER TIRESI
The Telephone is an
alert watchman
IT NEVER SLEEPS!

TELEPHONE

IN

YOUR

g

HOME

THE: COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

oooooooooo ooccoooooo
OOOCrOOCCOOCrOOCXXrOOCOOCrCO

Wootton

&

JEMEZ HOT

Myer,

Real Estate
AND

$1

Han-ford'-

Finest Whiskies

Is
Is

Telephone the Police
FIRE!
Telephone the Fire
Department.
ILLINESS!
Telephone the Doctor.

i

AVeNUl

RAILROAD

THE FIRST LESSON

mt-etin-

Ctown Studio

RICHARDS

SAMPLE A NO

2 0 West Railroad Avcntxe

Lucero

Am

J.

113a WEST

corn-pan-

Ranches

RENTALS

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited.
13 8. Third St.,
ALBUQL'KItQUE . . . . N.

SPRINGS

STAGE

UK

Carries the United States nail?
only line with a change ot stock aerolite; good rigs, horses and
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday
Wednesday and Kriday at 5 a. m. Yt
particulars, address W. L. Trimble M
Co., apenta, Albuquerque, N. M., or X
B. BLOCK. Proprietor. Perea. N. M.

drie;

RANKIN & CO.
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL E3TAT
LOANS

M.

Automatic-

Room

10,

phone 451.
N. T, AxmtJ

BuU31-

-
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THE RIOT IN SHANGHAI, CHINA
BISHOP BASHFORD WRITES THAT
ARBITRARY METHODS OF ENGIT, AND THAT
LISH CAUSED
AMERICANS CAME OUT WITH
FLYING COLORS MISSIONARIES
NOT IN DANGER.
By JAMES W. BASHFORD,
Bishop in China c' the M. E.

fteldent

Church.

.Copyright,
Kutt-rpris-

1906,
e

by the NowspnixT
Association.)

Ttie following Is Hishop IUshfonl's
ocond article written expressly for
this newspaper on the situation in
China. Tomorrow The EvenlnK Cltl-wr- n
will publish a third and concluding article by Hishop liashford on the
"Awakening of China." Editor.)
Shanghai, China, March 29. Dy a
very wise exercise of his American
love for fair dealing on the part of
James U Jtodgers. our consul genera,
at Shanghai, and by a serious blunder
of the English, the wrath of the Chinese has changed from ourselves to
oor cousins across the sea.
A Mrs. Li, whose husband, until his
death last summer, was a small official in the Szechuen province, was
on her way from Chungking, the leading port of that province, to Canton.
She brought with her the effects of
her late husband in a hundred boxe3
at goods, and some eighteen girls
'Whom he represented to be her personal servants.
While she was at Shanghai a tele
gram was sent down the river to some
women engaged in humanitarian work
at Shanghai, expressing the belief
that the girls had been kidnaped and
were lielng taken either to Shanghai
or Canton to be sold lor Immoral purUnfortunately,
poses.
buying and
selling girls for any purpose is legal
in China; but kidnaping la illegal.
On the complaint of these English
The
women, Mrs. LI was arrested.
law provides for the trial of foreigners, of whom there are 14,000 in a foreign court, and for the trial of the
Chinese, of whom there are some
450,000 in the settlement, in a native
court, presided over by a Chinese
magistrate with a person designated
by one of the foreign consuls sitting
aa assessor or assistant judge. All
foreign consuls sittsetolnetaolnaolnn
foreign prisoners are sent to the municipal or foreign jail; and all Chinese prisoners are sent to the Chines Jail.
f'1
On Mrs. Li leing brought up for
trial next day. the British assessor
thought the occasion an opportune
on for extending the authority of the
foreigners over the Chinese ' and he
ordered the woman remanded to the
municipal jail.
The Chinese magistrate, who is
supposedly higher in authority in this
native court than the foreign assessor,
ordered the woman taken to the Chinese jail for women.
A conflict arose between the Chines constables and the municipal police over the disposition of the wo
man, and in this conflict the Chinese
Judge had his official robe torn. This
indignity upon the Chinese official
was regarded very much as the tear- :

CITIZEN.

EVENING

mile square of territory as a "British
settlement." and mnintain that legally
they have supreme authority over
this. The Trench and the English
have been eager that the Americans
should claim an adjoining lnllo snimre
as American territory and exercise
authority over it.
s
The desire of the municipal authm-Itleof Shanghai, who are overEnglish, to extend forwhelming'.eign control over the 4.K.0(iO nntives
at. the expense of Chinese authority,
if carried out, would doubtless result
in a more honest and humanitarian
for
administration of justice at least conthe present. But the Americans
tend that we are not Justified in the
Interests of humanity in usurping tho
authority of a nation whoso right 1o
we have recognized
Mr. Rodgers' quiet, dignified, but firm
stand for the American position has
in,i 1.., Tuiitnt nnd the Chinese guilds
to say that In the crisis which sud
denly arose in the Shanghai riot, as in
t he crisis at I'ekin:
"The American nation has stood for
Justice anil fair dealing.''
Consequently English goods are
suffering quite as much from the boycott in this metropolis of the empire
today ns American goods, and indeed
there Is a temporary disposition upon
tho part of the Shanghai leaders to
stop the boycott entirely.
I have letters from forty to fifty
missionaries In different parts of th
empire and from persons who are
trnveHno- alone for Hnvfl BtnOIKr the
Chinese, and all of them report that
they are received with the customary
Chinese friendliness. We must recognize that the Chinese have become
aware since the establishment of their
newspapers of the harsh treatment
which a considerable number of their
countrymen have suffered In attempting to enter the United States. We
mnv nvTifrt enme foolish iinrisinira on
their part and some unjust, manifestations of displeasure. Indeed, we are
not entirely Ignorant of riots in our
own country.
1
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Doctor Are Puzzled.
The remarkable recovery of Kenneth
Mclver of Vanceboro, Me., is the subject of much interest to the medical
fraternity and a wide circle of friends.
Ho says of his case: "Owing to severe
inflammation of the throat and congestion of the lungs, three doctors
gave me up to die, when, as a last resort, I was induced to try Dr. King's
New Discovery and I am happy to say,
It saved my life." Cures the worst
coughs and colds, bronchitis, tonslli-Us- ,
weak lungs, hoarseness and la
grippe. Guaranteed at all drug stores.
50c and $1.00. Trial bottle free.

BISHOP JAS. W. BASHFORD.

lng of the American flag would be regarded in our own country, and almost precipitated a riot.
As the case produced much excitement, the English naturally looked
to the Americans and the Germans to
sustain their assessor. But both the
American and the German assessors
had decided in previous cases according to unvarying precedent and the
law in the matter in favor of the Chinese view. As a conflict of opinion
developed, the matter was referred to
Pekln; and the American and German view was sustained by the minis-

ters there.

The Chinese at once took advantage of the loss of prestige by the
English and demanded the discharge
of the British assessors, Mr. Twyman,
and of the police officers who obeyed
his order. At this point the Americans
and Germans refused to accede to the
Chinese demand on the ground that a
judge is not discharged from office in
civilized countries for a mistaken opinion, but only upon impeachment for
corruption or other misconduct
It was to enforce the Chinese demand for the discharge of Mr. Twyman that the Chinese guilds, possibly
encouraged by the taotai, again re

sorted to this new instrument, the
Iwycott, and ordered all Chinese stores
In Shanghai closed on December 18
until the discharge of Mr. Twyman.
Rowdies from the modern city and
also from the old city of Shanghai,
which adjoins the modern city, began to loot the Chinese markets and
stores. This precipitated the riot in
which the city hall was stoned and
the police station burned. Rickshaws
were overturned and foreigners were
hustled, beaten and robled in the
streets. Only two foreigners, however, were seriously injured, and
only one of them, a Sikh policeman,
was killed. On the other hnnd, between 40 and 50 Chinese were killed
and many wounded.
The riot has led to a discussion of
tho rights of foreigners in Shanghai.
The French have maintained for years
that they at least have a "concession"
of a mile square from the Chinese
government, and that they have full
control over all persons, including
Chinese, within that concession. Their
authority over the Chinese, however,
Is exercised in a mixed court, presided over by a French and a Chinese
Judge. The English have never quite
claimed that they had a concession
from China, but they have claimed a
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SCHOOL TEACHERS
AND THEIR BEER.

The unbecoming conduct of at
public
least six teachers in the
schools was the object of discussion
at a meeting of the board of school
trustees on Thursday, says the Tucson Post.
Six of tile teachers went on a picnic
to Sabino canyon last Sunday. Plenty
of beer and some other intoxicating
beverages were taken along, according to report, and at least two of the
teachers became intoxicated, while
some of the others partook freely of
the beer. One of the teachers, who
went out on horseback, could not. ride
home, and wa3 compelled to return in
a wagon.
The matter was brought to the attention of the board, and a meeting
was held on Thursduy, at which

THURSDAY. MARCH 29.

and
Messrs. Drochman, Holladay
Roskruge were all present, as well as
Superintendent Walker. Some of the
girls 'confessed while one or two
Maimed that they were Innocent as to
tho contents of the bottles.

KING OF ITALY WILL
RUN INTO DANGER

MANY ARE

TROUBLES
OF A CONSTABLE.
Constable I.ee Redwlne went home
last night and was aliout to retire,
when ho heard a number of shots
near by and started out to see who
was shooting up the town, says the
Phoenix Gazette. Following the direction from which the shots came,
he fell into four Irrigating ditenes before he Anally got his bearings, and
then the shooting had eeasen. He
pcarched, but could not find the disturbers, and finally returned
home.
He was Just about to crawt into
hay,
the
when the cannonading was
resumed and he again started out to
Investigate. This time the clattering
of horses' feet told him that the disturbers were making their
He could tell that the men were Mexicans, because they were swearing in
Spanish, but he could get no closer
than within earshot of them.
get-awa-
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stip.itlon, often ends In appendicitis.
10 avoin an serious troutile with stomach, liver and bowels, take Dr. King's
New Life Pills. They perfectly regulate these organs, without pain or
discomfort. 25c at all drug stores.
BIDS WANTED.
Bids will be received at fhe office
of the clerk of tho board of county
commissioners of Bernalillo county, up
to 10 o'clock In the forenoon of Saturday, April 14, 1906, at the court
house of said county, in Albuquerque,
for the doing of the following work:
First, for repairs and additions to
the county bridge over the Rio Grande
at Harelas.
Second, for reconstruction of a por
tion of the county bridge at Corralles.
Third, for work upon, and In the vicinity of, the Alameda dyke.
Fourth, for dyke construction at
Atrlsco and other work for the protection of property from floods in that
vicinity.
Bids can be submitted for either or
all of said four different pieces of
work, and the board reserves the
right to reject or accept any or all

VICTOR INSISTS ON VISITING GENEVA THIS 8PRING AND THER.E
BE IN THE VERY CENTER OF

THE

WORLD'S

ANARCHISTIC

PROPAGANDA
EXTRAORDINARY MEANS TO PROTECT HIM.

Geneva, March 29. King Victor of
Italy wants to visit Geneva this spring
but he has been warned by the Swiss
authorities that If he does so he will
run a big risk of assassination.
Victor will attend the opening of
the Simplon tunnel in May and after
the ceremony lie has signified his desire to visit Switzerland and see Geneva, tho center of the world's anarchist propaganda. If the king carries out his resolve the chances are
favorable that he will fall a victim to
an assassin's revolver or bomb, for
the Geneva anarchists nave sworn to
take his life, as they killed the
of Austria when she visited Geneva In 18908.
Since the assassination of Franz
Josef's consort, European rulers have
been chary of going near Geneva,
for there is no death penalty In Switzerland and the anarchist assassins
kno wthat nothing worse than Imprisonment can fall to their lot. wu-th- e
possibility of ultimate pardon or
escape.
King Victor, however. Is famous for
his courage, and the Swiss government, through it is doing everything
In its power to dissuade him from
visiting Geneva, fears the young ruler
will not be guided by the advice that
is being offered him. The king has
said that he does not Tear all the anarchists in the world and that the
best way to court assassination is to
be a cownrd.
If Victor comes to Geneva, the
local authorities will take the most
extraordinary means to protect him.
era-pre- ss

They will either arreBt or expel temporarily evety anarchist and dangerous revolutionist in the city, and will
draft a larga force of soldiers into
Geneva to serve as special guards.
The Italian police will be asked to
lend their help, and a host of detectives will flood the city. The arrangements for Victor's entertainment will not be announced In advance and Switzerland, which is tho
freest coutry in Europe, will become
for the time being a second Russia.
Afflicted With Rheumatism.
yet afflicted with
rheumatism," says Mr. J. C. Bayne,
editor of the Herald, Addington, Indian Territory, "but thanks to Chamberlain's Pain Balm am able once
more to attend to business. It is the
test of liniments." If troubled with
rheumatism give Pain Balm a trial
and you are certain to be more than
pleased with the prompt relief it affords. One application relieves the
pain".
For sale by all druggists.
"I was and am

v

UNIFORMITY

bids.

Said work is to be done according
to specifications which can be seen
upon application to the clerk of the
board at the court house.
By order of the board of county
commissioners.
(Seal)
A. K. WALKER,
Probate Clerk and
Clerk of
the Board of County Commissioners
of Bernalillo County, New Mexico.
March 24, 1906.
Torture by Savages.
"Speaking of the torture to which
some of the savage tribes in the Philippines subject their captives, reminds
me of the intense suffering I endured
for three months from inflammation
of the kidneys," says W. M. Sherman of Cushlng, Me. "Nothing helped
me until I tried Electric Bitters, three
bottles of which completely cured me.'
Cures liver complaint, dyspepsia, blood
disorders and malaria; and restores
the weak and nervous to robujt health"
Price
Guaranteed by all druggists.

The ever uniform quality of
Blatz Wiener means that
principles are practiced at the brewery
tin-deviati- ng

III

WIENER
BEER

The most criticVl exactness is
exercised in every process.
That's why Blatz Beers are
always the same.
hSkIIe,...,.,:--

::'m',y!tiF3

VAL BLATZ BREWING

CO., MILWAUKEE

ERNEST MEYERS & CO.. Wholesale Dealers,
Albuquerque, New riexico.
Alva-y-a
tho
Good Old "Blatz

Sams

50c.

or You
HtfMUHBT

Come

Out Way!

Yott'll Have to, Also I
YOU May Think

WE

We Ate

Know We Have a

"

99

D QrnCmbGr Tl3at WE caD afford to wait- bufc YOU cannot; in growing cities, the best residences are seldom built on the low lands. That we are the sole owners
LJ. of the only heights overlooking the center of the city and which, covering over fifty square blocks, are but eight blocks distant from the heart
of the business district. That, having held this tract intact for years, we now are offering it for residence purposes only, and that our deeds will ex-

clude, for all time, all factories, stores, saloons, boarding houses, etc. That we are expending in improvements over FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS and TWO YEARS
WORK and, at our own expense, are grading the lots and streets, building cement walks and planting trees. That we own our own water plant and will furnish you from
deep wells, an ample supply of soft water at a price lower than the present rates. That the entire tract will be graded to a gentle slope, permitting to every residence the
Best of Drainage, Broad, Low Terraces, and a Magnificent View of the Mountains, Mesa, City and Valley. That here you are above the dust and the dirt or mud the
smoke and the noise of less favored localities. REMEMBER THAT:

The Natural Advantages We Had We Made the Artificial I
That SILVER AVENUE, and its adjacent blocks, the only street now ready, the CREAM OF THE ENTIRE ADDITION, will be the FINEST IN ALL NEW MEXICO
OR ARIZONA. That, beginning at one park and ending at another, and also parked on both sides throughout its entire length, it is a.boulevard eighty feet broad, lying on
the crest of the highest ground in the tract.
That on this avenue a thirty-fo- ot
building line is imposed, that the lots are sold only in sites of 100x132 feet, that no dwelling may cost less than $4,000, and

that the purchaser insures to himself and his heirs, his home amid beautiful residences and the quiet and refinement
this avenue are so advantageously

of such

situated that nothing similiar can ever again be offered in the City of Albuquerque.
Also Remember That the Majority of the Directors of this Company Have Bought Here and Expect to Build at Once.

GO UP AND SEE!

surroundings. That the sixty sites

THEN SIT DOWN AND REASON!

The Terrace Addition Improvement Company
M.

""""

""m

"

P. SI A MM, Secretary and Soiling Agent

in. mini

.... iii.unn.1

1906.

or
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AND FIL.INC5 CA1JINETS
Sys-ter-
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SPRING CARPETS AND
RUGS

Arriving Daily. Some new and
Original Pattern In all
Standard Goods.
J. D. EMMONS,
Wholesale and Retail.
Auto phono 474. Colo, phone

177.

Corner of Coal Avenue anilof Secvia
ond Btrect west end
duct.
irgTuiit JHffiH"

"

"

STREET

Meat Market
Thos.

'

r.

jl

It

SE-

TO

CURE BARGAINS IN

F. C. PRATT

KILLthe

E S

0

this line of goods
we are onenuK auwo icij "viai
you buy.
before
prices
get
you
out
to
and It will certainly pay

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO.

M
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RAILROAD TOPICS

cars and also to report the progress of the
extension work to the government and
to confer with department officials In
regard to the extension. I will ask
for no new concessions of any nature,
1
whatever.
"We have surveying parties at work
locating the line all the way to our
Out of
southern point, Guadalajara.
Guaymas we have over 4000 men
building the line south to Alamos.
Fifty miles of track have been laid
and forty miles more of the line have
scarcity of
The Newton. (Kan.) Republican been graded. There Is no
several
nays: The Santa Fe has commenced labor now as there was
ago and the work Is progresto store coal at Newton against the months
C. M. sing nicely.
K)sslbillty of a big strike.
"There is absolutely no truth whatFisher, who represents this depart- ever
that Southern Paciment, was here today making arrange- fic in the report
have purchased the Mexment. The coal will be dumped icaninterests
Central line between Santiago
along the trestle work in the south- and Guadalajara
nor do they intend to
west part of town, which has served purchase It. The report
is entirely
as a storage place for Santa Fe coal unfounded in fact."
hired
Mr.
years.
Fisher
for several
some men this morning to commence
the unloading of several cars of coal THE LID IS ON
t"nat had arrived here. The Santa Fe
has stored an immense amount of
IN SILVER CITY
coal at points east of Newton.
IT IS
Because 'of the failure of a frelgiu JUDGE PARER SAYS THAT COMSENTIMENT OF THE
train to place a flag out after It had THE
MUNITY THAT THE LAW BE
stopped for repairs near Ribera yesENFORCED; AND SO IT SHALL
terday, several freight cars and a ca
BE.
boose were crashed into by train No,
1G and reduced
to kindling wood
"For the first time in the history
Fireman George Davis received a lac
the country, the lid was on in Sileration on the head, but was not seri of
ver City Sunday, to the great inconously injured. The other trainmen es- venience
part of the popcaped by jumping. Rllera is but a ulation ofof a large
town," said a gentlethe
Veof
Las
side
distance
this
short
who arrived from Silver City
gas, and on a curving down grade. man morning.
this
10
on
engineer
No.
the
turned
of
The
"Judge Parker has declared himself
air before Jumping, or the wreck In this respect
and the saloonists have
more
serious.
'nave
been
would
apparently taken him at his word. In
passing sentence upon twenty-tw- o
DELIRIUM TREMENS, OR
cases, where the indicted plead guilty,
EVIDENTLY DEMENTED Judee Parker Is quoted as saying:
"This is a perversion of the law. It
.William Milton, who had been an
com
employe of the Lantry-Sbar- p
was never intended by the legislature
pany at their grading camps east or to have been such; in fact, this law
town, came into Needles Saturday last was intended to be enforced, and in
demented condition, the opinion of the legislature the punin. an evident
says the Needles Eye. He was taken ishment provided was sufficient to acinto custody and a physician pro- complish such purpose. But the world
cured. He did not seem to improve, moves. Public opinion Was formerly
he still maintaining that there were satisfied with the collection of a fine
many armed men after him who
from saloon men and
wanted to take his life, and it thus others who violated this statute. It
became necessary to take the insane is no longer satisfied with any such
man to the hospital for treatment, and result. This is the second time which
Monday evening Constable J. L Med-ll- n a number of persons
have been
left with him for San Bernardino. brought before the court for this ofIt was at first thought that he was fense. At the former time I expressed
suffering from delirium tremens and the hope that none would be brought
that he would recover with a short again befort me charged with the
term of prohibition, but he seemed to same offense. (This first action on the
get In worse condition as time passed part of a Grant county grand jury was
It was later learned that he had been some two years ago. From "that time
acting very queerly around the camps to this grand Juries have not seen fit
before he left there. It is presumed to take notice of violations of the
that he will later be brought before Sunday law in this county but this
the superior court and tried upon an second lot of indictments coming from
insanity charge.
this grand Jury is interpreted by the
court to reflect the opinion of this
A broken

axle ditched four

the other night near Mlnnola. The
had
train left Minneola at 8:65 and when
proceeded but a short distance
an axle on a fruit car broke and caused the derailing of the cars. A work
train hurried from Barstow to the
scene with a lot of section men. witn
W. ,T. Hohenthal in charge. Deputy
Sheriff Smithson also went to the
wreck for the purpose of guarding
the fruit.

semi-annual- ly

RAILROADS

MAY BEGIN

USE OF CONCRETE TIES.
H. E. Percival, of Houston, Texas,
Inventor of an improved concrete tie,
is now in Chicago exhibiting the pro- ffmW
duct before a convention of railroad
engineers, and as a result of the In- B n
quiry that is now being made, it is
regarded as probable that the Houston brand of concrete ties may be
given a trial on several of the leading
trunk lines of the east.
l
Texas railroads have tried the
invention In a limited way, and
it is said that so far as the experiment has extended the results have
bei-entirely satisfactory.
If concrete ties could be adopted by
the railroads, it would do away with
and somewhat pictura
esque Industry the chopping of timber for ties.
A railroad tie camp is an institution well known to all of the tlmlitr
regions of the United Slates, ana
many men from an humble beginning,
have grown rich as tlo contractors.
As the years go by, tie timber naturally becomes more scarce, but timber experts say it will be a long time
yet before the wooden tie goes out of
use, even though ihe concrete Idea
1
proves to be all that its promoters
claim for It.
-

B. A. SLEYSTER

time-honore- d

LOCATING NEW LINE

Extra Fine Perfumed

7-1-

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

AT

25 cents

com-'jiany-

and representatives

"RKK;3'

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

THESE'ABE
CARRIAGE
BUYING DAYS
LOW PRICES

And
EASY TERMS
Do you Intend buying a vehicle to enjoy tne summer months? If yoo
do;
don't pass us by. We don't urg you to buy an expensive vehicle wa
have many good etylee within the range of modest Incomes. Ton Bus
uuiuuiiu, siuuuupes, surreys ana spring wagons of all U4aM
Don't stay away because you are not rich. Come and see us.
(

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner rirst and
Road.
TIJeras

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
General Betiding Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and MarquctU

Ca(4 BIAOt WpAlplNlfi.

We Do Your

Tar

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO

OUR
MENT.

or!

HARNESS REPAIRING AND

Ton

W.H.Halm&Co

CAR-

TRIMMING.

no- -

ALL WORK GUARANTEED.
URE WITH US.

J. KORBER

& CO.,

COR. FIRST ST. AND COPPER AVB

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

MEXICO.

ODD FELLOWS?
Perhaps, yes. Wo may be a littlo-ou- t
of the common run of comic paper
plumbers, In that we do work promptly, faultlessly and don't run up oar
bills Into extortionate figures. Otherwise, we're Just common, ordinary,
everyday plumbers, who like to treat
their customers "on the level." We
carry a large and fine line of garden,
hose.

7

GOAL
$6.00 Per

DEPART-

HORSE-SHOEIN-

RIAGE

good enough
for you

J

Black-smit- h

Work Right I

VVX.VV..V..

Standard Heating & Plumbing Co.Both 'Phones: Colo., Red 284; Ante
matlc, 671.

A. E. WALKER,
riRE
INSURANCE.

Secretary Mutual Building Association, Office at 217 West Railroad

DRAGOIE

M.

"

IF YOU WISH TO EAT a
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexlc
Btyle, go to South Third street,
of Sliver avenue, No. 215. WW
served promptly at any hour of tte-nlgPrices will be from 25c to Sta--

M. GRENADINO & CO.

Dealers In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,

N. PEACH & CO.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds ef Fresh Meat
800 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, 615. Office, XM)
ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N. M.
West Gold Avenue.
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The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on the Belen
3sia is 31

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

&

Santa

F"e

Railway

miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Towasite
business and residence lots, size 25xH2 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and publlo park and grand old shade trees; puhlls school aooss,
Commercial club; a population of 1.C00 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
luiiartnts, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, flour, wheat, wine, beans and biy in Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city In the near future cannot be estimated..

Ol 1,000

70-fo-

lt. F8T

LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE W.LL

effored are In the center of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cu!:
s
ysrd. drug store, harness shop, etc, etc. Also a
modern hotel.

till Ui accj

GO OVER

no saod or gravel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

first-clas-

s

bakery, tailor

a

bop, shoe bouse, Jeweler, plumbing shos, planing

ntn.

first-clas-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP ANO PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

GUAYMAS

Iu an interview in the City of Mex- ' loo, Epes Randolph, of the Harriman
linos in Arizona and Mexico said that
his trip to Mexico was for routine
1 business
connected with the operations of the Southern Pacific in .Mex- -,
co. He said:
's
"I am here to confer with the
(

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We tare added to our at.
ready well equipped launder a machine with which we can handle-woolenwithout shrinking. When we are through with them tbey
are lust like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them
to a
and we will straighten them out for you.

--

THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC HAS 4000

attorneys

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Toilet Soaps

.j.t .ZJi J3n

Tl

TO JUADALAJARA
WORING

Wholesale Grocers

A.D. JOHNSON

"

Per-civa-

MEN

CO.

cough

New Discovery

B E S

AND ETC.

H

Kclchcr

--

Dr. King's

a

r.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Staplo and Fancy

THiS CHANGE

SEVEN

PAGE

Ye
is
already completed towards
THIRD
gas, and It la expected that the road
will reach the Pecos reserve before
work will cease this year. Foreman
Fisher was employed In the same work
laRt year and has had considerable All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats,
Steam Sausage Factory.
experience. The convicts at work
were carefully selected by Superin- Masonic EMIL KLEINWORT,
Building, rortn Third Street.
tendent H. O. Bursum and there is
little danger of escapes or trouble,
as far as now known. For tho first
mile the work will not be very heavy PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
but thereafter considerable difficult
Leather, Harness, Saddles, Lap
rough work will occur.
Robes,
Horso Blankets, Etc. PalOffice Chief Quartermaster, Denver, metto Roof Paint; lasts five years and
stops
pro
leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
Colo.. March 1st, 1906. Sealed
posals In triplicate, will be received Pelts.
109
31,
1906,
m.,
11
on
a.
March
here until
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE.
for transportation of Military SupEstablished in 1882
plies, Routes Nos. 1. 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6,
and for drayage at Denver, Colo., dur&
ing the fiscal year commencing July Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
1, 1906.
U. S. reserves right to acJas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees, Ira
cept or reject any or all proposals.
boden'a Granite Flour.
Information furnished on application.
containing
Envelopes
proposnls
should
MINERS' CONVENTION
be marked: "Proposals for Transpor
" ad
on
No
tation
Route
Groceries
HAS BEEN POSTPONED
dressed C. A. H. McCauley, Chief Q.
M.
Hlllaboro creamery Butter Beat on
ACTION TAKENATTHE REQUEST
Earth.
OF BISBEE CHAMBER OF COMOrdera Solicited.
Free Delivery.
MERCE.
214 South Beeona Street.
and CURE THE LUNGS
The following notice of the postponement of the Arizona Miners' "conWITH
INSURANCE, RE AIi ESTATE
vention, to be held at Bisbee, on April
at h, has been Issued:
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room E, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
"The annual convention of the Arizona Miners' association, which had
Automatlo Telephone, 174.
been set to be held In Bisbee, beginning April 9th, has lieen postponed
0NSUMPTI0N
Pries
until fall, at a date to be later deOUGHSand
50c $1.00
cided upon.
OLDS
Free Trial.
The executive committee of the association received word from the Bis- M Barest and UuickestGure for ed
bee chamlier of commerce that the I THROAT and LUNO TROTJB-- I
city was not prepared to entertain the
UiS, or MONET BACK.
convention at the present
time.
Streets are being paved and are in a
deplorable condition. Hotel accommodations are already taxed to the CHEAP RATES TO SOUTH
utmost. It is promised that ample
accommodations will be prepared by
AND WEST
the early fall and at that time the
citizens of Bisbee wll give every attention to the convention and make it
the success it deserves.
Sampson wind mills, ranch pumps
"While the plans for the convention
and supplies and horse-powe- r
pumphad been nearly matured and an ating outfits,
,
tractive program had been arranged,
Auto. Phone 308, Colorado Red 131.
it is felt by the executive committee
that the postponement will not Interfere materially with the carrying out
of these plans. In fact, a number of
persons, whom it was desired to have
present at the convention, would have
been unable to be present in April, Imperial Council Ancient
but have given assurances that they
Arabic Order Noble of
will attend In the fall avj make the
Mystic Shrine Convention,
gathering an assured success.
Lus Angeles, Cal., May
Violet Rose and English Hawthorne,
0,
"At a later time the executive com1906.
mittee will consider the exact date
National Congress of
for the convention, and in the mean
Mothers, Los Angeles, Cel.,
3 Cakes In Box
time every effort will be made to sus
MyT-l- t,
1 90S.
tain the large growth of the associaFor the above occasion tickFORtion and Increase its membership."
ets will be sold to Los Angeles
or San Francisco at rate of one
Always Keeps Chamberlain's Cough
fare for round trip. Date of sale
"We would not De without Chamber
April 26 to May 6, 1906, Inclu.
lain's Cough Remedy. It is kept on
slve. Final limit July 31, 1906.
hand continually in our home," says
W. W. Kearney, editor of the Independent, Lowry City, Mo. That is Soeclal Excursion to City Also extra quality
and
just what every family should do. of Mexico and Return
Rate
$40.25
for
the
Hygienic
trip.
round
Skin Soaps at
When kept at hand ready for instant
Date of sale April 25 to May 5,
use, a cold may be checked at the out
the
same
price
Inclusive.
Firui
return
limit
set and cured in much less time than
July 31, 1906.
after it has become settled in the
system. This remedy is also without
Semi-Annu- al
Conference
a peer for croup in children, and will of Mormon
Church,
Salt
prevent the attack when given as soon Lake City, April
6-- 9,
1906. THE WILLIAMS DRUG CO.
as the child becomes hoarse, or eveu
$33.10
Rate
for
round
trip.
Date
after the croupy cough appears, which
of sale March 30 to AprU.3. InBLUE FRONT STORE.
can only be done when the remedy is
clusive. Final limit 60 days
'
kept at hand. For sale by all
117 W. Railroad Ave.
Both phones.
from date of sale.
Liberal stopovers on all above
excursions.
SCENIC ROUTE
For full information call at
STEAM
CARPET
CLEANING
Ticket Office.
THORNTON
The
Cleaner
FORTY CONVICTS SET TO WORK
T. E. PURDY, Agent..
Cleans everything.
He Is the
BY SUPERINTENDENT BURSUM
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
IN SANTA FE CANYON.
Betting un, and Is no upstart at
If your neighborhood is
Work on the scenic highway bethe business. There Is no ottween Santa Fe and Monument Rock,
herJust Thornton. Both 'phones.
in the Santa Fe canyon, has com737 South Walter Street.
menced in earnest and good progress
is already being made. A convict
camp containing forty inmates andj
TOT I A. OK API
three guards and under the manage-- 1
why not for your Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
meat of Foreman Roy Fisher, was lo-- j
Grain and Fuel.
cated Monday a few hundred yards
friends BACK EAST? Fine
line of Imported Wines, Liquors
above the main reservoir of the Santa
and Cigars. Place your ordera for
Fe Water and Light company, in thei
The
this line with us.
canyon. It Is very well arranged, and
NORTH THIRD STREET.
the men are comfortably located and
well housed in one adobe building and
OOOOOOCXXOCOOCXXOOCOCXXX)
in several tents. The survey, whlcn
Cerrlllot
American Block
was made by Engineer John F. Wal-- !
ker, runs on the south side of the
Santa Fe river and is quite above!
high water mark. There will be no
bridges and part of the road will bej
cut into the side of the mountain on
will help to get them
the left bank of the river going east.
started Southwest of you
The necessary tools and Implements.!
will give us their names
as well as teams, are on the ground
COKE - MILL WOOD
VYIte us
and addresses.
and work will be pushed rapidly. If
today.
KINDLING
there are no untoward and heavy,
rains or freshets, the nine miles of,
Address,
road to be constructed between this
city and Monument rock will be com-- ! Gen. Colonization A:.; of A. T. &
S. F. Ry.,
pleted by August 1. Thereafter the
BOTH 'PHONES
detachmtnt of convicts will be transRailway Exchange, Chicago.
ferred to the eastern end of the road.
mxxxyxxyoccxxxxxxxxxxxxx)C

community. That this time has now
arrived when this law be enforced. So
far as the school fund Is concerned,
or the offices affected in the collection
of funds, or enforcing these matters,
this Is not the object of these prosecutions. If 1 understand them. The
sole object Is that those places of
business shall be closed on Sunday."
"The fine imposed in each of those
twenty-tw- o
cases wag $. nml costs,
amounting all together to 125.45.
"Eleven gamekeepers entered plena
of not guilty and will stnnd trial at
the next term of Grant county district court.
"District Attorney R. M. Turner
elected to nolle the Indictments found
ngainst milkmen, livery stable men
and freighters, ninny of whom the
grand Jury had the audacity to Indict
because some of the jurymen were
piquant over the Indicting of the
rather than from sense of
duty."

ases

The Mot Complete Unit
on the Market.

EVENING CITIZEN.

id

The Belen Town

JOHN BECKER, President

WM. M.EBERGER, Secretary
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FACE EIGHT
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DAY AND WEATHER.

Fair tonight and Friday.

We offer today a lino of Men's Shoes, In four
standard styles, that wo guarantee to Ih? solid m

SOLID LEATHER
SOLID INSOLE
SOLID OUTSIDE
SOLID SHOEMAKING

Blucher Cap Toe
Congress Plain Toe

SAUCES

11

E2

R

HART

SCHAFFFJER

Window screens, 7 cents per foot.
dict a verdict.
A homo made door, with trimmings,
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Abbott, 1U'4
$1.25.
North Second street, entertained a forWe
arrivalTof TRAINS.
are making window screens all
number of their friends at cards Tues- mortised
together, and as strong as
Following Is the .' o'clock rc'"t day evening, high five being the same
7 cents a square foot.
A
spe- a door, for
of the arrival of Santa Fe passiiigor played. Tht house had been
or
door,
that
cially decorated for the occasion and screen
tral n a:
outlast nny door shipped in here
during Ihe course of the evening ele- will
N:s. 4 and K, on time.
from the oast, together with trimgant refrt.shments were served.
Two sections of No. 2, on time.
mings, for $1.25.
Two sections of No. 1, on time.
Owing to the vacancy created by
'We make the regular shop made
Nop. 7 and 9, on time.
Albutho death of President Stoll, the
screen doors that have always cost,
querque Business college will take a heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
Horn, to Mr. and Mrs. Clark M. Carr vaca:i,n until June 12, tho beginning
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
yesterday, a boy.
of the summer session. Mr. Pitman
PLANING MILL CO.
Galfor
expects to start east Immediately in
Fred Otero was a paRRCnger
will be celebrated with
Day
Arbor
lup on today's limited.
tho interest of the school, and hopes
Is
down to secure a man to fill the vacancy the usual good time at the university
A. Staab, the capitalist,
this year. This afternoon the boysj
soon.
from S:inta Fe on business matters.
went to the, river to dig trees and they
Albuquerque,
club
of
Just two more days In which to The Women's
will be planted In the morning. Togive
will
on
an
Invitation musical in the morrow
pay your poll tax. Suits begin
afternoon
the University
afCommercial club building Friday
April 1.
plays
Albuquerque
Indian school
the
A. Mennett and nen Stickfaden wer" ternoon. Several of the city's mast base ball at Traction park.
promising eutertalners have been seIn the city yesterday from the Meadcured for the occasion and the event
You know it Is
Boss Patent Flour.
ow City.
promises to be a treat to those forAlbuDr. I). O. Norton returned this morn- - tunate enough to obtain invitations to good. 65c nnd $1.30 per sack.
itfW. IJJ
querque Cash Grocery Co., Marble
Ins from accompanying a patient to the nffair.
avenue.
El Paso.
P. F. McCanna, secretary of the AlAT THE
Leonard Skinner, the saw miller buquerque Commercial club, has the
MERCHANTS' LUNCH
from the Sandla mountains, is In the honor of having been appointed a New WHITE ELEPHANT FROM 11 TO 2:3U
city today on business.
ALSO FREE LUNCH SATMexico niemlier of the democrat le con- DAILY.
URDAY
NIGHT.
R. E. Zimmerman, representing a gressional committee.
Mr. McCanna
brewery supply house, Is spending a was advised of his Appointment by wire
FOR
TICKETS AT MATSON'S
few days In Albuquerque.
nigiit.
last
Tho telegram also an- PIPE ORGAN RECITAL. CONGREhad GATIONAL CHURCH, APRIL 5, ADAuditor O. M. Smith, of the Harvey nounced that his appointment
system, was in yesterday from Las bten ratified.
MISSION 50 CENTS.
Vegas on- an Inspection trip.
William Farr, the butcher, returned
ROOMING
HOUSE FOR RENT
Daniel Sanchez, a young man of this yesterday from a visit to his farm in
city, has gone to Santa Fe, whore he the Imperial valley of California. He AND FURNITURE OF SAME FOR
says that tae people of the valley have SALE. FINE LOCATION; GREAT
will enter the St. Michael college.
Today We Have
APPLY O. W. STRONG'3
Special convocation of Temple lodge little fear of being overflowed by the BARGAIN.
SONS.
sea,
Saltan
as
have been the sensaNo. 6, A. F. ami A. M., will take place
tonight In their lodge rooms at 7:30 tionala: predictions of some. Engineers
TOE GUM, AT RUPPE'S.
are
preparing
work
to dam the
o'clock
Colorado
expect
river
and
to
it
have
ATTENTION GENTLEMEN!
city,
Harry Culver, formerly of this
completely corralled by fall.
whero he has many friends, is reportyour suit now for "Easter,"
Order
The Ladles Aid society of the. Pres- and be well
ed to be seriously ill at bis home In byterian
dressed. You know our
Gulf
church
a
very
held
InterestIndianapolis, Id.
reputation.
Best workmanship, latest
ing
meeting
this
afternoon
at the home styles, and lowest prices.
Eighteen
Major Ernest Myers, of the Erniest of Mrs. R. Wi. D.
Bryan, at 2:30 hundred new samples to select trom.
Myers wholesale liquor bouse, return o'clock. A large
number of members
ed this morning from a business trip of the society were
SEALSH1PT OYSTERS
Agency
and after Nettleton Tailoring
to the southern part cf the territory routine business hadpresent
been transacted
street.
114
Third
South
Regular services at Temple Allert social conversation was indulged in.
Blue Points
Selects
Standards
Friday evening at 7:45 o'clock. Rabbi Dainty refreshments were served durTICKETS BOUGHT, SOLD
Jacob H. Kaplan will lecture on "Isaac ing' the course of tho afternoon.
AND EXCHANGED
M. Wise, His Life nil Work." Every-bc-dEdward A. Bunker, representing
welcome.
Association Office
Barnard & Bunker, grain and seed
I
Transactions
A Gates excursion of ten coaches dealers of San Francisco, was in the
Guaranteed
passed through tho city at noon to city ytsterday,
being
Introduced
day, j route east, aftor an extended around by George Arnot, manager of
1
R. R. Ave.
W.
o
8
ROSENFIELD'S,
tour of Old Mexico, California and the the local wholesale house of Gross.
Grand Canyon.
Kelly & Co. Mr. Bunker left last
I). B. Whiteside, a m.'nlng man of night for El Paso, and from there he
Copperton, N. M., and 1 wmas White, will, return to San Francisco via the
a mining expert from Joplin, Mo., San' Francisco.
are in tho city for a few days, trans
1 life New Mexican says:
Adjutant
acting bualness.
General A. P. Tarklngton has sent a
BEST."' "f s
"THE
Rev. G. W. Dunlap, who has been in full equipment of ordnance stores and
Albuquerque the past few days at clothing to Companies E and G,
tending the meeting of the Presbytery First regiment of infantry. New Mexof Rio Grande, left last night for his ico National Guard, at Albuquerque,
which has been received by the comhome in Las Cruces.
panies. The men have been properly
A. B. Grassele, Inspector tor the Pacific car service burtau, with head equipped and will be ready for inquarters at Los Angeles, was attend spection by a regular army officer
week.
ing to official business at the local next
I .tit
her House entertained a numSanta Fe offices today.
ber of friends last evening at tr.e resion
being
laid
A cement sidewalk is
dence of Mr. end Mrs. Will Kersten,
tho south side of Tljeras avenue, be 917 North Second
street. Dancing
tween' First and Second streets, that was the feature of the
evening. Muwill do much to Improve the looks of sic was furnished by
Otto Rathka and
the property In that block.
John La Rue. Delicious refreshments
Tracy Crissman. tho mall carrier, were served at a late hour. Those
says: "The simple life for me," and present were Mr. and Mrs. Will Kers
in keeping with this, he has resigned ten, Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Parker, Mr.
and ami Mrs. Will Lindow, Mrs. C. Alio
from tho postofflce department,
will take up farming at his ranch way, John Hill. John Dye, John Ia
Rue, Will Perleberg,
narth of town.
Bob Sinclair,
Colonel W. S. Hopewell, general George House, Luther House, Henry
manager of the Albuquerque Eastern Dixon, Otto Rathka;
Florence LindTHE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THfc iOr.E'S SHOULDER.
railway, left this morning on a busi- ow-, Mamio Knapp. Tillie Genseright.
ness trip to Pueblo, Colo. The colom-- Iteryl Emery and Freda Genseright.
expects to be absent from the terri- Mr. House left on the late train for
Williams, Ariz.
tory a week.
The Lion store Is being treated to
We can give you just as good val401-40- 3
a fresh coat of white paint. When ues In men's, women's and children's
concerning the "dope," L. B. stockings as we can in shoes. Our
Mexico
Stern, the proprietor, said that the lllack Cat line of hosiery is
Lion store was just getting on its
In wear, fit and fast colors;
-Wr. for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
Easter coat that was all.
15c to 25c per pair. C. May's shoe
314
City.
West Railroad avenue.
Word comes from Santa Fe that store,
The largest stock west of Kansas
Mrs. H. O. Bursum, who has been quite
A
FREE
DEMONSTRATION.
recov111
the past few days, Is slowly
ering, and will soon leave the Capital
ladles of the city are invited
City for Socorro, where &b and Mr. to The
a free demonstration in bread makBursum will reside in the future.
ing at the cooking school, 120 South
Mrs. Robert 11. Cordova, wife of the Fourth street, tomorrow afternoon,
former proprltrtor of the Cordora res- fr in 1:30 to 3:30 o'clock.
taurant in this city, left lust night for
Iioss Pntent Flour. You know it is
El Paso, where she will join her
who has engaged in ir.o res- good. 65c and $1.30 per sack. AlbuSHUR-O- N
taurant business in the Pass City. querque Cash Grocery Co., Marble
James Carroll, who for some time avenue.
o
past has been the traveling etiginttr
A G ASTRONOMICAL
west of Albuquerque for the Santa BE SERVED DAILY AT TREATWILL
THE WHITE
Fe, has asked to be transferred to ELEPHANT MERCHANTS'
LUNCH
to
owing
his
road,
or
part
iho
another
FROM 11 TO 2:30.
change
FIRST KBTABLI8HKD OPTICIAN IN THE CITY
a
makes
which
health,
state of
to a lower altitude necessary. James
Whiting Blh.
Room
Don't forget that base ball game
Englehart has succeeded Mr. Carroll t'limirrow afternoon. Albuquerque
Corner Gold Avenue and Second Street.
mt Venn' Drug Store.
Appointment
Mmdo
in
is
temporarily,
ami
ti
on this division
dians vs. L. N. M. Be there. Twen
eenls admission.

1

MARX

Solidity, strength and service are stamped on
every ono of our shoes. See them.

$3.00.

1

AO

!vtry fibre:

Lace Cap Toe
Lace Plain Toe

our formal
Next Saturday
spring opening, and we would
like every lady in this city to
call and lnsxrt our new goods.
We will present each lady caller
with a pottKl plant.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Attorney W. fl. Chllders. who has
YOU WILL WANT TO HEAR THE
been in Washington, D. C, for some FIRST PIPE
ORGAN
RECITAL
time past, arguing a case before the EVER GIVEN IN THE CITY OF
supremo court, has returned.
Mr. ALBUQUERQUE, APRIL 5.
Chllders did not care to discuss the
chances of winning fhe suit, saying
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
he had been too long In law to pre-

of sunshine, 12 hours and 26 minutes;
sun only five minutes behind mean
time; moon will set at 10:42 this
evening. Delicious Is the one only
word bv which to describe what the
day has been. On this day. 1815, Na.
poleon abolished slavery in an me
provinces of France.

Get What You Pay For and
This Is the Place to Get It

TO THE LADIES.

effect.

Sunrise, 5:52; sunset, 6:18; length

OUR HONEST VALUE SHOES

THURSDAY, MARCH 29, 1906.
t

understood that Mr. Carroll will 1"
transferred to the coast lines, pro!a-blSan Francisco as Ills headquarters. He will leave soon for n trip
to Chicago.
Col. R. W. S. Negus, formerly local
manager of the Automatic Telephone
company In this city, Is n.w connected with tne Mutual Life Insurance
company at Wbreoster, Mass., he having written friends In this city to that

LOCAL AND

(?)

EVENING CITIZEN.

CLOTHING

AND CONDIMENTS.

JIB.

Wnen purchased at F. P. Trotter's
grocery store, are sure to bring the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable end personally guarantee them.

sec

OfOtOOtO0OO9OOO

LEM TEN

SHIPMENTS

F. F. TROTTER
No.

118 and 120 South Second

street

T. Y. MAYNARD.

GEO. W. HICKOX.

The Hickox - Maynat d Co

I

ARE EXCLUSIVE REPRESENTATIVES OF
The Gorham Manufacturing Co. Sterling Silverware.
The Libbey Co. Artistic Cut Glass.
The W. A. Pickard Hand Painted China.
Each In its class appropriate for weddings gifts.
Our stock of Diamonds "Never before so complete." 'TIs a
gopd time for Investment, as Diamonds are rapidly advancing in value.

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE ARCH FRONT.

SOUTH

SECOND

a Fountain Syringe

Dch You Use

not, you may a little later. Itwill pay you to buy it from 113
day, March 24. Remember, for ono day only at the following cut prices:
2- 3- -

'

Quart
Quart

Regular Price $1.00 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.25 Our Price Saturday
Regular Price $1.50 Our Price Saturday

65c
75c
90c

They are all standard quality, but we are overstocked, and must reduce the same before hot weather. Don't forget the date Saturday,
March 24 and the time one day only. Mail orders will be accepted at the above prices.

J.

H. O'RIELLY CO,

Druggists

Barnett Building

CEMENT
DOORS
GLASS

LUMBER

"

SASH
REX FLINTKOTE PAINT

FISH

RECEIVED

Barracuda
Salmon
Smelts
Channel Cat Fish

DAILY

Red Snapper
Flounder
Sea Bass
Cat Fish

ooootoeoooro oooooooooo

1

STREET.

oototoooooco

WAGON
THE BIRDSELL
WORLD'S

s
?

o

WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

17

North First Street
and Arizona.

South First Street
Wholesal Distributers for New

.

jV
1

irst and Marquette,

-

Albuquerque, N. M.

...
THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.
Diamonds. Watches, fe
your trade and guarantee

Cut Gla8a- - Clocks, Silverware.
SQUARE DEAL.

elry- -

Fine Jewelry

.We Invite

Stationery

Lowney's Candies

'Subscribe for the Citizen and Get the News

to.

l!oss Put en t Flour.
You know it is
'"nil. t'i."e and $l.;:u per sack.

--

Spring Glothes for Boys

Cash Grocery

:i

We have on elegant line of New
WASH SUITS in Russian Blouse
and Sailor Suits at

o.,

Alliu-'turrq-

Marble

TO LEARN

Successors to

SPANISH ?
cau easily bo don,.
,)l0 ajj
f the
phonograph and instruction
Kiiers as prepared by the lnteiiia-'iiinCorrespondence Schools.
Hearing is believing and a deinon--'i-itliis free. You name the time
a
place anil I will do Hie rest.
A. H. HA1.I.. R. pn seniatlve.
It

All the Novelties of this season

GASTRONOMICAL TREAT WILL
;GE SERVED DAILY AT THE WHITE
cLEPHANT MERCHANTS'
LUNCH
FROM 11 TO 2:30.

pax-i-ems-

uu

,

S5.00, S5.G0 and $6.00

NOW

IS THE TIME

West Cold

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

IVES,
M

Ill

IM

Mill

.

J19

xaauusiMMBa

RAKES

GARDENBARROWS

215 West Railroad Avenue

?He FLORIST

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto Phone, 713.

SPADESrSHOVELS

GALVANIZED
POULTRY NETTING

PRICES ARE RIGHT.

122
S. Second

GARDENTOOLS

WIRE WINDOW
SCREENS

ROSES,
TO PLANT HARDY
VINES, SHRUBS AND HONEY
SUCKLES WE HAVE THEM.

Young Men's long pant Suits, in neat patterns,
nicely tailored; at $8, 10, 12.50, 13.50 and 15.00

RUBBER HOSE

FREEZERS

double

two-piec- e,

EUREKA COTTON
HOSE

ICE CREAM

TOE GUM. AT RUPPE'S.

square-cu- t,
Nobby
breasted suits, elegant

M

REFRIGERATORS

A

Boys and Youths

t
Wholesale
and Retail

and Retail

in

ALBUQUERQUE,
4

Vxxx-xxxxxxx-

H

E. J. POST & COMPANY

Wholesale

al

$1.50, $1.75, $2.25, $3.00 and $3.50

COMPANY

kVlclTOSH HAR&WA

etiuc.
DO YOU WANT

f 19

VANN&SON
PURE DRUGS

T. OFVOPTICS
AN N
S.DOCTOR

'mis-ban-

M

N

M

M
M
M

M

H

NEW MEXICO
"4
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
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M

H

